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The V\bmen Broncos defeated
the Bengals for the second time
this season.
... seepage 14

T eU
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Boise--The State Board of
Education will meet Jan. 17-18 at
Boise State University following
four days of Fiscal Year 1981
budget proposal presentations to
tile Idaho Legislature.

-

The meeting is scheduled to
begin at 1 p.rn. Thursday at the
BSU Student Union Building
Senate Chambers.
DJring the
afternoon the Board will hear
presentations from· the higher
education institutions and the
State School for the D:laf and the
Blind, followed by a joint session
which will include discussion of
various ways to allocate state
support among the higher education institutions.

On Friday, the Board will meet
from 8-10 a.rn. with the members
of the Senate Health, Education
and IJISifare Committee, and the
l-ouse Education Committee In
Room 437 at the Statehouse.

Students struggle through the }(
confusion of registration again.
...seepage 19

tvbre BSUgraduates left the
state last year than ever before.
... seepage4
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Following that session, the Board
members will return to BSU at
10:30 a.m. to meet with the State
D:lpartmenl of Education, the
divisions of Vocational Education
and Vocational Rehabilitation,
and the Office of the State Board
of Education.
Beginning tvbnday, January 14,
agencies, institutions and departments under Board governance
will present Fiscal Year 1981
appropriations requests to the
Legislature'S Joint Finance - and
Appropriations
Committee.
Those sessions are scheduled
during the mornings tvbnday
through Thursday, and during the
afternoons
I'vbnday through
I.t\ednesday.
DJring the week, the Board will:
-tiofd a-public hearing at 1 p.m.
January 17 to consider a University of. Idaho proposal to increase
its late registration fee to$50 from

VOLUME XII, NUMBER

17

ti
$15.
-receive a report from Larry
Selland, administrator of the
Division Qf Vocational Education,
concerning the latest federal compliance review.
-meet for a dinner session at 6
p.m. Tuesday, January 15, at the
BSU Student Union Building
where Superintendent of Public
Instruction Jerry Evans will outline for other Board members
.various aspects of the FYB1 public
school support appropriations
request.
-consider a revision to the
Idaho State University Student
Code which outlines actions
which constitute "hazing," which
has been prohibited on the ISU
campus.
-and decide which of a series of
proposals it will approve to make
comparable the institutional information contained in the Board's
annual cost study.
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ns Petition Dtiv
cems of students on issues of , tise as well as for continuity,
BSLJ-A student group that can
which other student activist
general public interest.
research public issues in Idaho
groups may lack.
-Issues will include consumer
will be established on the Boise
Idaho PIRG will be directly
protection, human rights, environState campus this spring ifBSU
accountable to the students who
mental pr:eservation, government
student organizers are successful.
support it. Funds will be alloagencies, and the role of corporaCalled
a Public
Interest
tion and labor concerns in the cated, staff hired and research
Research Group (PIRG), the Idaho
priorities set by a student board of
lives of the average citizen.
organization will be similar to.
directors elected by the fee-paying
-Idaho PIPlG shall be nonthose found on over 115campuses
students.
in 23 states. The PIRGs work with - partisan, nonprofit and student
Interest on campus seems high,
controlled.
.
issues areas of consumer educaBoothe added. Oller 100 students
-tt
shall
be
financed
by
an
tion and protection, human rights,
haveagreed to petition when the
increase in student fees of three
environmental preservation, and
drive gets under way next
dollars per student per semester.
political accountability.
V\ednesday.
-Any student who does not
PIRGs in other states have
Once the group IS established
wish to participate shall be enlobbied for legislation, published
here, student organizers hope it
titled to a full refund during the
consumer
guides,
organized
to other
second and third week of each can be expanded
media information campaigns and
campuses in Idaho.
semester from an' established
. published guides to government.
public office on this campus.
Before the PIRG can be estab\
\!\e, the students registered at
lished, organizers rnust demonBoise State University, hereby
strate widespread student support
petition President Keiser and the
of Idaho PIRGand a student fee to
Idaho State Board of Education to
fund it by collecting signatures
authorize the formation of Idaho'
from over half of BSU's full-time
by Denise Tracy
PIRG.
students on a petition.
Arbiter Staff
Student funding is necessary,
The petition will read:
said Rhonda Boothe, a BSU junior
Boise-Sonia Johnson was the
and member of the organizing
\M!, the undersigned,
stand
key speaker at an ERA benefit rally
committee, to provide a stable
resolved that the Idaho public
held January 12 at South Junior
fund with which to.maintain an
Interest 'Research .Group [Idaho
High.
Johnson, recently exofflce.rpubllsh reports and handPIRGj be established:
communicated from the tvbrmon
books, and hire a staff of full-time
-The purpose of. Idaho PIRG
church because of her support of
professionals .:
shall be to articulate and pursue
the ERA, spoke to a crowd of
Professionals are essential,
through the media, the instituapproximately
600· Saturday
tions of government, the courts. 1 Boothe. said, to give the PIRG
morning ..
legal, scientific and social exper. and other legal means the con-

Sonia Johnson, recently excommunicated from the' fvbrmon
church because of her support of the ERA, speaks to a crowd of.
approximately 600 Saturday morning.
.
\ Photo by Denise Minor·

Johnson said, '11ie opposition·
doesn't understand the women's
movement. It's trying hard not
to." IV'eanwhlle, outside In token
protests of the rally, two tvbrmon
women carried signs stating "ERA
today, God becomes a woman
tomorrow," "Sonia Johnson does
not. represent tvtmnon women,
but Satan," and "Go home Sonia,
your family needs you;"
.
Johnson outlined four mlscon-

ceptlons commonly held and pro. moted by the anti-ERA. movement.
Johnson said the first
misconception is that the ERA
would invalidate all state laws to
protect women in the family.
Johnson stated that this couldn't
be further from the truth.
As
things are now, according to
rnent.
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ASBSU
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Business and Advertising
Brad MJ.rtin, Nbnager
Terry rvtGuire, Sales
-Linda Spicher, Sales
. Ann Snodgrass, Bookkeeping

All full-time
Sl~dents
interested
in
running [o r the ASB office of Prcs ident,
Vic e-Pres idcnr,
Treasurer
or
Senator can pick-up applications
and
petitions
in the Student
Activities
Office--2nd
floorof the Student Union
Building.
ALL .PETmONS
AND
APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE IN NO
LATER lHAN .4:00 p.m. ON FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 8.

News
Diane Barr, Editor
Mchelle Hartell, Associate
Wlma lMJods, Associate
Denise Mnor, Associate
Tenie Rowley, Associate

Minimum

Qualifications

include:

1. 2.25 cumulative

GPA.
Senator--full-time
student
of
school he/she
is Representing.
3.
President--Vice-President
and
Treasurer
a) Registered
students
at BS U
2.

Sports
Shawn aet.ovote, Editor
Entertainment and Calendar'

for Fall of 1979
Treas urer-vfsus incs s Major
with
2 (two)
semesters
of
accounting
completed
by May
1980
4.
All elected
offices
must
be
full-time
students
during tenure
of office.
b)

Don Bam/ay, Editor
MJ.ryLou Vigil, Associate
Photos
Berne Jackson, Chief
MJ.ryJane Oresik, Lab technician

PRIMARY ELECTION DATES will be
February 27 '~nd 28
Absentee
voting
on February
21
--12:00-6:00
p.m. Student Activities
Office (2nd floor S.U.B.)

Copy Layout
Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
Connie Rasco
Shelly fvbore
Rose Long

GENERAL ELECTION
March 19 and 20

Rhonda Boothe, Chief
DanKDlsky
Lawie fvbore

I

The University Arbiter is published weekly by students of
BSU. Contributions and edvertising are solicited; the editors
reserve all rights. Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
fvbnday through Friday.
385-1464.

tio n about

opportunities

in student

government.
The tour, scheduled
over the next
twenry-two
days, will bring face-toface contact
with ASRSU officers
to
over two thousand
students.
Any·
student organizations
not included
in
toe current
schedule
arc urged
to
contact
the
ASBSU
Offices
at
385-1440.
1. Wednesday,
January
16 10:15 p.m.
Morrison Hall Charlotte
Hord , Pres.
2. Monday, January
Deha.Dclra.Delta

21.
7:30 p.m.
Dec Anne Reiman

3. Monday, January
Alpha Omicron Pi

21
8:20 p.m.
LeAnn Cromwell

4. Monday, January
Gamma Phi Beta

21'

9:00p.ni.
Mary Beth Van
Decar Pres.

5. Tuesday, January
22
7:30 p.rn.
Baptist Student
Lawrence Keith,
Union--Clearwater
room
Advisor
6. Tuesday,
Towers

January

22
10:15 p.m.
Lynda Hagmann

7. Wednesday,
January
23 9:00p.m ..
Driscoll
KarhyPlanansky
8. Sunday, January 27
5;30p.m.
TKE
Jim Burns, Pres.
9. Monday, January
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Starting
today
members
of the
Student
Government
will begin
an
intensive effort to increase the awareness of Boise
State University
studenrs . Titling the campaign
"Opportunities for Involvement"
ASBSU President Cramer
announces
that plans
have been completed
for a tour of
s tudcnr
organizations
by himself,
Dave Clark,
and
Steve
Palle sori.
Clark, Director of the Student
Lobby.
will discuss
legislative
issues
of
concern
to Idaho college
students.
Palles o n. Chairman
of Elections
for
the ASBSU, will be sharing info rma-

10. Tuesday, January
29
10:00 p.m.
Chaffee Hall
Jeff Wake lam, Pres.'
11. Wednesday
&Thursday
January
30, 31
L.D.S. Students

12. Monday, Febmary
Alpha Chi Omega

4

8:4011 :40 a.rn,
Dr.Tones,
Gary Lyman
7:30 p.m.
Cindy Sto rey

13. Wednesday,
February (, 7:30p.m.
Women's Alliance
Millynn.J arncs ,
Coordinator

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Continuation
of the Sociologists'
Brown Bag Forum for spring semester will be on January
24,: 1980,.
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Dlock SOo
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Free.
Veteran
Affair's
Jan. 24, 1:30-5:00.
Women '5
season.
see Jean
message

office

will

Day's presentation
will take place
at Bp.m , on Sunday,
January
20th at
the YWCA, located
at the intersection
of 8th and Washington
Streets.
An
informal discussion
period will follow
the speech.
Tickets will be available
at the door for a two dollar donation.
For more
information
contact:
Chuck
Bufe--342-0568
(home)
or
342-6652 (work).

close

Tennis Team is starting
it's
If' interested
in trying out,
Boyles,
gym 110 or leave
at 1697.

Attention:
Two justices
needed
in
ASB Judiciary
Council.
Paid positions!
Apply ASB offi;;es
Student
Union Building.
The American Civil Liberties Union
and the Snake
River Alliance
nounce that Sam Day, formerly of the
Intermountain
Observer and presently
managing
editor of The Progn:s sive,
will speak
in Boise
on the -topic
"Bombing
the First Amendment:
The
Federal
Government's
Atrempt
to
Censor The Progressive."

an-

On January
25,1980
the BSU ROTC
department,
the Hispanic
Cultural
Group (MECHA),
and Morrison
Hall
will be co-sponsoring
the second
annual
BSU snowshoe
races.
The
races,
held behind
the SUB on the
field hockey field, will begin at 12:00
noon
and run approximately
until
3:00p.m.
with the handing
out of the
trophies "lit 3:15p.~.
Entry fee is $5.
There will be three divisions
with a
- first, second,
and third place trophy
offered in each division.
There will be
a men's division,
a women '5, division,
and a mixed divisio~.
Each team you
enter must have six members
while
each team you enter
in the mixed
division
must- have
at least
three
women.
For more information:
BSU ROTC
or call 385-3500.

28
7:00 p.m.
Ray Anchusrcgui

/-:;;;.~:A~Y:·:--;",',.

o
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Thursday,
noon.
Bring a brown 'bag
lunch and join the discussion
in the
Student Union, Clearwater
Room.
Speaker:
Allison
Hall,
BSU's
Criminal
Justice
Administration
Faculty, on juvenile crime.
Sponsorcd
by Sociology
Club and
Sociology
Faculty.
Public Welcome.

DATES will be

Abs enrce
voting
on
March
13
--12:00-6:00 p.m. Siudent Activities
Office (2nd floor S.U.B.)

M Layout

)

m

10:30 am to· 9 pm .
1<;>:30am to 10 pm,'

The (Jj .
Ultimate In
Professional·
Hairstyling
at very.
Reasonable
Prices.

.East Asia's two major powers, China and Japan will
be the subject of a unique, two-day workshop
o-sponsored by BSU and Stanford University.
wenty workshop events, scheduled for Friday
ning, February 15, and all day on Saturday,
February 16, will examine Chinese and·
apanese cultures through their language, art,
poetry, philosophy, folktakes, caligraphy,
religion, history and politics. East Asian
pecialists from BSU and Stanford will
present lectures, films, slide shows,
emonstrations and pane! discussions. The
rkshop was made possible through a grant
from the Association for the Humanities in
Idaho. It will be free to students and the general
public. One credit for the workshop will also be
vailable for pre-service and in-service teachers.
For reservations and further information, call the
Intemational Student Affairs, 385-1757.
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nies Want Geophysicists

Com

octlvity in geothermal energy has
Wlile it is still early in the
resulted in good exposure for
job-hunting' season, Applegate
several students.
Others made
says students have been flown to
important contacts' at a recent
New Orleans, callas, I-buston,
professional meeting in New
cenver, and Salt Lake for interOrleans that are now starting to
views. One student who won't
payoff.
graduate until lVey has already
l-eadded that between 23 and
been offered a job.
29 students will graduate this
Starting salaries for a graduate
SpriRg with degrees in geology or
with a bachelor's degree are
geophysics.
By the time the
running about $21,000 Applegate
hiring season ends In march,
added.
.
. Applegate expects most of them
to already haye jobs.
.
Applegate said there are a
"I'm not worried about them at
couple of reasons why BSU stuall .this year... it looks- pretty
dents are being so successful this
good," he said.
year, The school's heavy research

BSlJ--A shortage of energy Is
bringing a surplus of job offers for
several geophysics and geology
students at Boise State U1iversity.
Accordlnq to department chairman, 0-. James Applegate, the
job market in geology is wide
open this year because so many
major corporations are expanding
their exploration activities for new
energy.
. ''V'k're just starting to hear from
employers. Calls are coming In
almost daily from the major
mining and oil companies.

X

FROM

COVER

Johnson, "the homemaker is dependent on the good will of some
man," and her work in the home is
not valued monetarily.
Johnson said a woman is forced
by virtue of her sex into the
'housewife role. She then gave the
analogy that if all men were made
to be farmers simply because they
were men, they wouldn't stand for
it.
''There is as much difference
between two women as there is
between two men.
\I'Ja aren't
cloned! Johnson claimed, .The
ERA would give legal recognition
to the work a homemaker does,
and give her the right to choose to
be in the home according to
Johnson.
The second myth held by the
opposition is that the ERA would
require the state to set Liptax paid
child care centers for children,
regardless of need.
Johnson
laughed this accusation off with a
simple, ''Wung again."
''Third on the list of misconceptions, said Johnson," is that the
ERA will defy state leglslature
abortlorrlaws." Johnson said the
ERA has nothing to do with
abortion laws. It applies only in
cases when men and women are
involved in a law, "And since men
can't have abortions, it can't
apply," said Johnson. The ERA
and abortion laws are two separate issues, she stated.
The last misconceptjon promoted by tile anti-ERA movement
is that homosexual marriages

®
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st.
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following Ms. Johnson. She said
Idaho was a pioneer in giving
women the vote and in ratifying
the ERA. 'Because of the state's
wish to rescind the' decision,
O:>blersaid, ·"1won't dwell on our
later regression."
She stated that women 'are
relegated to lower occupatlonai
positions than men, regardless of
individual performance.
She
termed this the "girl's ghetto,'"
where women are employed in the
traditionally female jobs (I.e.
secretary, receptionist, waitress, .
etc.), causing occupational segregatior.l.
•
Because of this, she claimed,
women earn 55% of what men
earn. For example, in 1975, the
median annual income for women
was $2000 compared to $8000
received by men, she said.
O:>blerproposed that instead of
allowing just a few women into
top jobs, we should raise the
status of .all women's jobs.
Other speakers included Idaho
State Senator Edith Miler-Klein;
Ruth Pauley, former president of
the Idaho V\bmen's Commission;
Susan
rv1auk and
Deborah
Carnahan, both Boise attorneys;
o:>rotl,y Sale, Northwest Regional
. representative to the National
Organization of V\bmen (NO\!\? in
New York; and Betsy Thomas
Enochs, Idaho NOW coordinator.

would rage rampant across the
country, said Johnson.
I-bmosexuals already can be married,
she pointed out. ,The only time.
the ERA would apply Is if two men
were allowed to marry, it would be
against the law to prohibit two
women from the same.
"But with George Hansen here, I
don't think we need to worry about
that," said Johnson. hcording to
Johnson, Hansen previously said
Johnson "just better stay out of
Idaho." "I'm really scared of M'.
Hansen," Johnson remarked.
Concerning her ex-communication, she said, "I shouldn't have to
choose between two beautiful
things, two correct things (meaning the ERA and her religion)."
She said the church and state
are two separate things and she
sopported.the ERA on political
grounds.
'''I.fIJa must lobby the
church," Johnson said.
She
advocated listening to Mmnon
missionaries but : only on the
condition that they listen to you,
teo. For this, she was accused of
teaching that missionaries should
not be allowed in private homes.
Johnson said, ''There must be
opposition in all things ...Wlat it
is doing for this country is
teaching us the problems of being
a woman ... It's a marvelous training ground."
She also said the ERA will pass
and that by the time It does,
everyone will know what it's all
about.
. Senator NormaO:>bler spoke

~ui+S for

d.oor

ClS a.,'

ERA
Rally------------CONTINUED

.,.....-_.-:-:--..---~""II!I

The rally was sponsored by the
Boise chapters of NOW and the
American
Association
of
University V\bmen (AAU\i\?
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Back~~

lcorn

Your Molen'aar's
Representotives
on Campus

Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

rIllmaoM

Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2' Blocks South of Bronco Stadium

%

§1P><:2ciaH
§lhJJHd emat

PIrice§

OFF

Wood Sketch Boxes
16"x20"
D'Arches Watercolor'·
Paper
.
Aqua Bee Newsprint

Pads
I!litthday Ducks

to Jan 18

E~~ryd~y thi~ w~k •.. we'll give you a FREE Birthday
Buck.with your change. It's good for a Dollar off our
Steak or Seafood Combination Dinners through Feb. 1,

1980.

.

Birthday Cake

Jan 21 to 25

Ev~ry An.nlversary,s~ould. be Celebrat~ ~fth Ca~e. So
this, w~k

we'r~giving

Cake with Lunch or

li'Mll'fdi)~@Y~@fjty: .

you a FREE Piece of Birthday
Dinner.

Art ~ Sign no. 8
lettering Brushes
Grumbacher Drawing
.Pads
18"x24"

2433

10% OFF ON

ALL ART
AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES

Happy Birthday, hours .•.. 4:00 to'" 7:00 pm.
Bargain
~everag~s .a~d Beer'U)~t'U help"you have a good time

:

(Off

4. Pen S.ets', reg. 34.75. now 5

Jan.28 to Feb 1

celebrating our good times.

010

Casten"
Techni,cal Pen Sets

THRU FEBRUARY 2

"
Art~

820 Jefferson. Boise

.PHONE 343-2564

i555 Droodwcy,'

.OPU\I DU7PM

JAN • 6 THEW 15
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Parents Eaucation

sessions to
BSU--Wlat
is a "common
sense" approach to child rearing?
. I-bw can a parent raise children
to be responsible persons?
;
To explore answers to these
questions parent study groups
beginning the ,weeko~Jan. 28 will
be available through the Boise,
State University Parent Education
Center.
Registration for the eight to ten
week classes will 'be Jan. 21-22
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Boise
Schools Administration Buifding,
1207 Fort Street. The classes will '
be held in several areas of Boise in
order to make it more convenient
for parents to attend. '
The.study groups are named for
and based on current popular
texts in parent education includ_ ing "Children: The Challenge" by
o-eikurs and Solz; "Systematic
Training for 8fective Parenting
(STEP)" by Dinkmeyer and
WcKay; "Parents, Youth and
D-ugs" by Slee and IJI..8sham;"The
Practical Parent" by Corsini, and
''Teenagers:
The Continuing
Challenge" by Soltz.
Cost for attending the groups is
$10 per individual or $15 for fami Iy
groups plus purchase of the
textbooks which will be available
at the fi rst group meeting for from
$4 to $10.
'
The Children: The Challenge
group will meet Tuesdays at 9:30
a.m. at 1276 Shenandoah Dive
and at Collister School at 7 p.m.;
Vokdnesdays at the Teacher,

IL OLD

Begin

Resource Genter, 502 Curling'
Dive, at 1:30 p.rn., and at
Jefferson school at 7 p.m.; ll1ursdays at Valley View at 7 p.m., and
Fridays at Mmroe School at 1:30
p.m.
Teenagers:
The Contlnulnq '
Challenge will meet tv'bndays at
South Junior High at 7 p.m.
STEPclasses are scheduled for
Tuesdays at Borah HighSchool at
2:30 p.m., in the BSU Education
Building, room 521 at 4 p.m. and
at Frankltn,: tvhdison and Garfield
Schools at 7 p.m. \fIA::ldnesdays
the class will also meet in room
521of the BSU Education Building
at 4 p.m.
The Parents, Youth and D-ugs
group will meet Tuesdays at
Lowell School at 7 p.m.
Persons wanting to join the
Practical Parent groups can do so
Thursdays at Franklin School at
9:30 a.m. and again at 7 p.m.
Sponsors of the Parent Education program are the Boise Public
Schools Counselors, the Boise
Junior League and BSU.
0-.
Katherine \/IAdner directs the
Parent Education Genter, working
also as a counselor with the Boise
Sementary Schools at Campus
School. The center is funded
under a federal grant from Title I of
the Higher Education Act of 1965.
For further information about
schedul ing and additional groups
to be formed, contact \/IAdner at
the Parent Education Center,
385-3270or 385-3279.

BSUGrads More Successful on Job Market
leaving becauseof the one percent
initiative. Other states offer better
salaries and more security than
Idaho does right now," he explained.
Rapp attributed part of, the
'graduates' job hunting success to
a strong regional economy. But
Director Hlchard Rapp said 76
more important, he said, are the
percent of last spring's graduates
"career oriented" students that
found work, up five percent from
attend Boise State.
the 1978 class.
"Mmy students here have their
feet on the ground ... they work
Of those who said they were
part-time, are married, or are
working, 76 percent stayed in
veterans. Employers like these
Idaho, a "significant drop" from
kinds of graduates.~'
previous years when about 85
Of the other BSU alumni surpercent remained in the state to
veyed, five percent entered gradwork.
uate school, eight percent had
Rapp isn't sure why so many are
other plans such as church misleaving Idaho, but suspects that
sions or home-making, and 10
many of them are teachers.
percent said they were avaitable
for work or wanted to find better
"M,t guess is that teachers are
BSU- The job market for Boise
State University graduates has
improved, but more' alumni than
ever before left the state to fi nd
work last year, according to a
survey just released by BSU Office
of Career and Financial Services.

jobs.
.According to the report, graduates in nursing, management,
accounting, business administration, social work, and communication had the easiest time finding
jobs.
Seventy-six percent of the elementary education
graduates
found work, despite a tight market
and threats of cutbacks.
Of BSU's academic schools,
graduates from arts and sciences
had the hardest time finding work.
Sixty percent of those registered
from that school were placed.
Another 18 percent went to graduate school and 18 percent said
they were still available.
The health protesstons reported
84 percent employed, business
placed 80 percent, and the graduate school 75 percent.

I1\E~TW ash~lI'/Dtyerr
FROM$13.50 PER tvONTH AND UP
1707 Broadway

dU111X>'

VUIlllj1S0n9,

Bo~7Jadaho

INC.

~\,CHi
I

Sign up for 321 coupon program and dlscover""time you never thought
you had. Burled In
every week are coutless hours spent washing
and storing dishes, popcorn poppers, buying'
food, cooking and general cleaning.

...n._ ....
'

university food services

lITT INTERMOUNTAIN THEATRES
NOW SHOWINGI_I STUD:orv;~~J:rJ~fETS
I
,

.

STUDENT UNION INFO CENTER I .
THE .1 COMEDy'HITI
A RAGS TO

ro RAGS

.!illlllNl THE ii:lDl.!lflllDINI ii:LAINI IFIIINIIl:II1I:ll15ii:IDVEIFII
Fb.ndblreDinint; that -Me~t~ V ~ur

Sa~a' ~~
~

DI\I IE IM'NS
1905 Broadway
1273 S. Orchard

We Can Save You That Time.
Intead of
washing dishes, boiling potatoes,
or scrubbing pans, you eat to your heart's content.
And let us worry about the mess.

,fs

~

ScheduRell

N@f!;DUlPm'

RICHES
SrORY.

, STEVE MARTIN

1h~ERl<

'

.'. 'c'

There was a time when you didn't have too
many choices In meal plans or when you ate
, those meals ... TIMES HAVE CHANGED and so
have the options.
The NEW 321 COUPON
PLAN lets us serve you by your rules, not ours. ,
It Is designed with you In mind.

.U.,WIIIIU"tfUII[!!I

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
MERYL STREEP

Kramer
vs•
Kr amer
@

Sound like a good deal? We'll be happy tOI
explain this new and exciting food program •.. ,
just stop by the Food Service Director's office
an ask.us about it.
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campus ',cafel:erhll '
Wa' nUBile
.

it befter-'

CrazyAduIl
'
comedy .11111 '
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BOX OFFICE OPENS A1' 6:45
SHOW BEGINS AT7:00 pm
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Bookstore Extends
Business Hours
by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor

,lJALTERNATIVE 800 ••

BS~Extended shopping hours
at the BSU Bookstore, which
started January 12 and will go
until January 26, will help make
book buying easier.
Susan Belzesld,,,an employee
of the bookstore says, ,"early
mornings and towards closing
hours are the best times to come
in if YOlJ want to avoid long
waiting llnes."
The. extended hours will run
until January 26.' . The hour
schedule will be Mmday to
Thursday 8 a.m. to 7 p.rn., Friday
8 a.rn, to 5 p.m. and Saturday10
a.m. to 3 p.m. January 16 and 17
only, the bookstore will open from
8 a.rn, until 8 p.m.
The new regular hours, starting
January 28.wlII be:
M:mday
Tuesday
IJI..ednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
10
.Sunday

8 a.m.-7 p.m.
8a.m.-5p.m.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
a.m.-3
p.m .
CLOSED

One way to offset the effects of inflation in 1980 is to have an additional source of
income. The Idaho Air Guard provides an excellent second income source.
.
*IT ADDS HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS TO YOUR ANNUAL INCOME.
*YOU
GAIN ADDITIONAL
RETIREMENT BENIFITS AND SECURITY .
*YOU
ENIOY YOUR REGULAR CIVILEAN WAY OF LIFE.
*IT OFFERS EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS.

Mlnager Bill Barmessaid, "The
new hours will give an opportunity
for students to visit the bookstore
. on Saturday and in the evenings,
making it more available to all
students. "

-IDAHO AIR GUARD

Student and full-time
employees are abundant during the
madness of book buying at the
start of the semester to answer all
questions. Students are encouraged to seek their help.

385-5385

Mlchelob.and Michelob Light on Tap,
wine by the glass or half liter. .
25 CENT BEER
5PM TO CLOSE
F~I'DA Y s, SATURDAY
JAN 18 s, 19-

Fresh
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Proffessor Publishes
Indian History Book
BSU-A new book designed to
help 'Idaho's elementary teachers
plan Indian history lessons ~as
been released this week by Boise
State Uliversity professor Patricia
K Ourada.
.
Published by the Boise State
Uliversity Press, Indian Peoples
af Idaho is a loose-leaf collection .
of essays wrttten by BSU students
that.describes the history, the
culture, and the struggles of
Idaho's native Americans.
The book opens with a condensed archeological account of
prehistoric man in .Idaho and then
traces the history of the Coe~r
d'Alene, Nez Perce, ~hoS~Onl,
Paiute, and Bannock Indian tribes.
Accordi.~g t~ the book,. each were
located In different reqrons of the
s~ate and had different ?~stoms,
dlalecta, and modes .of liVIng. .
The book contains a Wide
variety of topics so that teachers
may select those they wish to
develop, says Ourada..
Some of th?se topics Include
short biographies of famous Idaho
Indi~s, such as ~ief Joseph and
Sacajawea,
Indian
legends,
poetry and games, as well as
Indian 'recipes for stew, fry bread,
and stuffed pumpkin. Of further
ald to teachers are chapters on
suggested crafts projects and
Indian-related historical monuments found in Idaho.
Ourada's book also gives the
. facts surrounding the Indians'
warfare, and includes summaries
of actual treaties and unsettled

Make February 14 his diamond day
with a handsome solitaire ring.
What man wouldn't be proud to show off the
fashionable diamond solitaire he got for Valentine's Day!
Especially when it's from you! All in 14 karat gold.

a. $325 b.$800 c. $350
Enjoy it now withZales
Master Charge'

VISA' American Express'

credit.

Carte Blanche'

Diners Club'

Layaway

ZALES, THE DIAMOND STORE
5204OVERLAND RD Illustrations

claims that prove the Indians
never received compensation for
their lands. According to Ourada,
even today' there are many 'un··
settled claims in Idaho.
This is the second edition of a
book which originated as a class
project in. 1973, and. was developed ":"Ith the ~ss.~st~ce ?f
students I~ Ourada sl~dl~s
In
the Twentieth Century hlstory_
class o,ffered at BSU in 1~78..
The black and white
Ink
sketches, puzzles, and word
games in the book were drawn by
B$U art graduate-Terry \.!\ebb.
Ourada, who specialized in
American Indians at the Uliversity
f Oklahoma and received her
~octorate the:e in 1973, taught in
th North D3.kota and Mnnesota
s~ondary schools for 12 years .
before joining the Boise State
College history department· in
1962
Sh'e is presently consultant to
the Inter-Tribal Policy Board, and
has worked with its humanities
t to present work of the
~~onal
Indian Policy Review
Commission to tribes in Idaho.
Publtcatlon
of the tndten
Peaples af Idaho was sponsored
by the Boise State history department. The book is now on sale at
the BSU bookstore at $6 a copy.
Persons interested in ordering the
book by mail should contact
Blaine V'laddoups, special orders
clerk, 1910 Uliversity D"., Boise,
Idaho,83725, (208) 385-1254.

HILLCREST PLAZA
enlarged.

h•····
.

nDrn

by Dane Barr
News Editor

tLI

NEW GARDEN

:~

oru

HOURS!!!

The Gorden Deli. located in the
lobby of the Student Union Building .'
proudly announce? its new Spring
Sandwich Menu and operating
schedule. which will allow us to
serve night students. faculty and

steff

.

Regular items qvailable during
',our new evening hours include
;...J>MamaHarris' famous Deli
.
sondwlches and fresh boked goods.
as well as fresh hot coffee, natural
juices and soft drinks. Introducing ...
Doily Hot Sondwlch Specials; ..
designed for cold winter nights and
busy evening schedules.
Need a break from the Iibsary??
Those long evening classes?? Or just
to get away from the books for a
while? .Joln us for a refreshing.
relaxing "break from the books" at
the Student Union Gorden Dell.
Open to serve you' With. new
evening hours, Monday through
Thursday til 9:00 p.m.

GARDEN DELI HQUBS
Mon·Thur 7 :30 am·9:00
. Fri 7 :30 am·3:00 pm
Sat & Sun Closed

pm
~

\I'S

univ.ersily

SNACK BAR HOURS
Mon-Thur 7:00 am·3:00
Fri 7:00 am·2.:00 pm
Sot & Sun Closed

food services'

~"IgCl
pm

. BSU- The initial bids for constructlon of the Boise State MJltipurpose pavilion were found to be
$2.5 miliion more than expected
as BSU students completed their
final day of exams on December
20.
Since that time, BSU President
John Keiser has been meeting
with other university and comrnunlty officials concerning the
alternatives open to the institution
with regard to the construction of
the facility.
Keiser has since stated that the
project will proceed and according
to BSU President MI<e Cramer,
additional funds for the project
may come in the form of an
additional million dollar pledge for
the Bronco Athletic Association
(BAA) as well as an added
surcharge on non-student tickets

..

,

to events in the proposed pavilion.
Cramer also stated that an
additional 1 million might be
available through the renegotiation of the pavilion bonds.
However, the exact formula for
obtaining the additional funds has
not been set
The rrost concrete thing to be
said concerning the project at this
time, according to Cramer, is that
students will not have to tolerate
any increase in fees to make up
the difference between the estimated cost of the facility and the
actual bid total.
.
The university had originally
estimated the cost of the pavilion
to run about $14 million.
The
architect of the facility was Glen
Cline of Cline, Smull, Hamill,
Quintieri Associates of Boise.
The actual groundbreaking c6':6monies forthestructure have been
- postponed until the situation has
been resolved.

SB'Sponsors Forum
by Vicki Childs
Arbiter Staff
BSLhJanuary 21 will see the
first Campus Forum at the Special
Events Center at BSU.
Sponsored by the Associated
Student Body and under the
direction of ASB President' Mke
Cramer, the first forum will be
concerned with .the Issue of
. nuclear waste In Idaho and consist
of a panel of four members. Two
will fawr nuclear energy and two
will not. Johnson of Channel 4
will moderate the panel consisting
of PROGRESSIVEtv'agazineeditor
Sam cay from Chicago and Leo
Goodman, retired spokesman for
the AFL-CIO committee on Radioactive Hazards.
The other end of the nuclear

spectrum will be presented by Phil
Hamric director of Fuel Cycle and
\/"IBste tv"anagement under the
Idaho ~partment of Energy. The
fourth panelist Is at this writing an
unconfirmed representative from
the \.!\est!nghouse Corporation.
Each Panelist will make a ten to
fifteen minute presentation and
then be open for questions from
the audience and the press.. The
forum wllltake place from9:4O to
12:40 In the Special Events Center
on campus.
There will be no
admission charge .. '
Fa\{)rable response from the
student body will provide the
impetus for regular scheduling of'
campus forums focusing on" the
issues commanding local and.
national interest.
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'And so the corporation called Ford fvbtor Company is being sued
in a "historic" case involving the Pinto Autcmobile. Should the
plaintiffs win their suit,
FofvbCo will become the firs~ .U.S.
corporation to be held legally responsible for an act of homlc.lde.
l.k1til now, such responsibility has been given only to human beings.
The above lawsuit seems only a natural outgrowth of the
cumulative actions taken by corporatlons over the years. Because
the corporations, over the years, have worked. hard to ~ke
themselves into legitimate citizens of this country with all the nghts
and pnvileges that any other citizen enjoys.
.
For example, a corporation can sue and can be sued Just as Jane or
John COe can sue or be sued. A corporation pays taxes, takes
deductions, sets up tax shelters, and reports eamed income just as
J. or J. OJe do. A corporation holds property, often next door to
P. Q. Average-Citizen; it disposes of that property, or makes use of
it. Because the title to that property is in the name of the
corporation, it has the same opportunities as does any other citizen
to use it.
Corporations use their status as citizen e:ltities to fU~her
themselves legislatively toward their goals, certainly not an unique
practice, a practice no different than that which could be followed by
any other citizen. Both types of citizens can (and often do) lobby
legislators, support or oppose certain legislation,. and work to gamer
the backing of other citizens for their own projects. The Federal
Bection Laws, for the purpose of contributions, has given corporate
entities equal status with other private citizens.
An analysis of current U.S. corporate citizen responsibilities and
privileges as compared to U.S. huma~ citizens' .responsibilitl~~ ?nd
priviliges shows that there Is little difference In the possibilities,
though perhaps a large amount of difference in the practices. The
most alarming degree of difference is the seriousness and dllligence
with which the corporations WOt~ for their own profit; a degree far
above that of most of the human sector of citizenship. The grey area
of the degree of responsibility of corporations in criminal actions will
find further definition in the FofvbCo trial."
~o knows? corporations, after working for and accepting all the
privileges of citizenship they currently enjoy, may soon see the day
when they also must accept all of the responsibility of that same
citizenship. And the day just may dawn when the charges against a
corporation of homicide may have to move over and give place to the'
charges of rape, robbery, or aught else that plagues the ambitions ,of i
the human citizen.
.
ST

...---VIE P I T-----R ha iUfation
by Richard Kitchen
Everyone In the system Is talking about rehabilitating prisoners. I,
as a person and a prisoner, say rehabilitate society. To rehabilitate
means-to restore to good condition as through education and
therapy.
Let us look at why people come to prison. Social and economical
conditions lead people to crime. I'm not saying people are forced to
commit crimes. Wlat I'm saying Is that people are tired of living
poor, tired of worrying where their next dollar Is coming from to get
their kids food, clothes, etc .... V\bnderlng If their \l'li3lfare or Social
Security checks are going to come this month. Ex-cons look for jobs
but the application says, "have you ever been In prison, mental '
hospital," etc .... If you say yes to oneorboth, you won't even get an
answer to that application. If you don't have any job trainIng, you're
lucky to get. a waitress or Janitorial job.
So I say, even If you rehabilitate a prisoner, they're going back to
the same conditions which led them to prison.
'
Let's educate society. They ought to know everyone In prison Is a
human being. \I'Ii3'iangforthesamethlngs. Ajob, security, a home,
love and respect. I'd say 3/4 of the people In prison really want to
make It. But the odds are against them.
, Instead of uslng'a11the state money on new prisons, use Itto fix up
nelghbortloods, to provide job training, help make community:
relations better. Have therapy programs for friends and family of
prisoners, to help them understand and grow closer together. The;
intellects say If you don't live 1!1aharrnonlous environment, then you.
can't give your best at a job.
.'
So. you see, we all have along way to get RB-lABIUTAlID.

ssu

students:

Ing the effort?
Tomorrow evening, Thursday,
January 17th, the ASBSU Lobby
will-meet in the Bannock Room of
the Student l.k1ion at 7:30 p.m.
ASBSU President Cramer, wi II be
in attendance to discuss student

No matter where you are or what
your age the making of legislation, or unmaking of legislation,
carries the .prospects of devastation for you and yours. Item:
legislation may be intro-ducedthis
term raising the legal age for
drinking back to 21; it stands an
excellent chance for passage and
Idaho would be the ninth state to
Editor, the Arbiter:
raise' the age in recent years.
Item: Poisoning of the Snake
I am presently incarcerated at
River Aquifer by the gang at INEL
the federal penitentiary i'nAtlanta
continues' unabated; anticipated
Ga., for conspiracy to sell maristrong public outrage fails to
juana, and would like to corrematerialize. Item: monies for
spond with some of the women on
higher education slashed; the
your campus. I am 26,6 feet tall,
worth of your degree dropping
straight
proportionate to industries search 165 Ibs., well-kept,
blonde hair, blue eyes, and
for better-prepared graduates.
smooth complexion. M; hobbies
In the 1960's many students
believed that they had both the are tennis, jogging, snow and
right and the responsibility to water skiing, traveling, dancing
attempt change in their environ- and entertaining people. I am in
the restaurant business and am
ments. That right and responsibiI am a
lity is no less today. Your student from Mami, Florida.
govemment through its Lobby, college graduate with a business
your peers in their efforts for a major. VIAll answer all. Thank
you for your time and consideraPublic Interest Research Group,
your friends at the Student .Action tion. '
Committee, Young ~mocrats,
Respectfully yours,
Young Republicans,
are all
demonstrating knowledge of this
right and responsibility through
fv'ark tv"ajewski
action. V\bn't you consider join00348-192

concerns with ali interested in
attending. Vibn't you try to make
Spring at Boise State an opportunity for involvement? Come and
join those who you know who
care.
D:lveClark

Please Writ~---Box PI\IB
Atlanta, GA 30315
Editor, the Arbiter:
I am Writing you this letter with
the sincere hopes that you can
assist me. I am presently incarcerated, and am seeking correspondence. I will answer all
letters.
I am a male college student,
presently incarcerated,
seeking
correspondence, will answer all
letters.
I am 33 years old,
Scorpio, brown hair, blue eyes.
Studying Law. Thank you.
Respectfully,
PeterJ. Short
771>576
Box 149
Attica, IN( 14011

by Garry VIA lis

inni

ouse RoW

They say it hurt Ronald Reagan debate? Almost any of those from
John Anderson-that one gives
to stay away from Iowa's 1V
debate. tv"aybe. But not as much' and takes at the same time oniy
with the help of mirrors; that the
as showing up would. have hurt
great regret most legislators of his
him. Everyone looked young on
that dais-even 62-year-old John
vintage ought to feel was for the
Connally.
And the youngest Tonkin Gulf resolution; that those
looking person was, not surwho call for toughness and then
criticize the grain embargo or the
prisi'ngly,
the
youngest.
high gas tax are "passing strange"
Congressman
Philip
Crane
seemed to be a kind of teen-age types. John Connally got a laugh
Ronald Reagan, quick and glib. for feigning that he did not know
with prepared economic and miliwhat Ronald Reagan thinks;
tary pieties, the nice guy thanking
Anderson reminded us, rightly,
every cameraman in sight, ringing
that Reagan does not have to
church chimes around cold war
think-he just recites the lines
themes. Wly get the superanfrom his last half-dozen or so
nuated Reagan when a clone was campaigns.
sitting nearby to tell us these
Anderson did not help himself
debates are "a tun experience"?
In electoral terms. He just proved
The worst answer given in the .that he is too good for this gaUdy
debate was Howard Baker's comand not quite reputable trade. I
parison of our partial grain em- suppose that Crane helped himbargo with Russia's Interference self best-but he had nowhere to
In cambodia to 'prevent release go but up, and there is stili too far
from reaching starving people.
to go.
Wlat kind of sensibility can
The one who helped himself
compare the two situations? In least by the debate was probably'
our case, we affect (slightly) a' John Connally, who kept winding
bully's standard of :ivlng.
In ,up for a pitch that never came. He
Russia's case, the bully takes milk
is asolo perlormer-heshows III in
. from bables. ' Five of the six
ensemble numbers. It was approRepubllcians on-that platform ran
priate that he could not quite get
scared of the Iowa farmers, and to the beginning of his closing
kowtowed to them. But no one speech before the clock shut him
else among the five carne up with, up.
"
such a grisly Justification for his
George Bush fared badly toocowardice.
he,seemed tightly reigned In and
·The best answer given In the self-righteous, III at ease with

banter after he took a rather
graceless poke at the congressional candidates around him for
being "part of the problem."
Wlen Robert COle reminded. the
audience that Bush was not in
Congress only because he lost the
election he hoped would put him
there, Bush compared himself to
Lincoln-a comparison invalidated
in the very 'act of making It.
COle himself got off some
one-liners, a dangerous exercise
for politicians, one that diminishes them as they chip away at
their adversaries.
It is the. job of the press to
celebrate medklcrlty, and reportIng on the debate did not disappoinLWe
heard
that
Republicans were witty and could
have fun. The staid proceedings
were celebrated as a bright showing of RepiJblican talent, a
"M.irderers' Row" of heavy hitters.
It looked more like Mnnie fvbuse
row. I doubt that "anyone can
grow up to become president."
But the Iowa debate made It look
like Just about anybody. can try.
COle said he was sitting next to
classy millionaires,
but only
Anderson showed real class. And
. In these circumstances class disqualifies one.
(M'. WI/s Is a natIonally syndicated columnls t)
,
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What'sHipat BSU?-by Dmise Mnor and D3nise Trooy ,
Arbiter Staff Witers
'

,.

!-bwever, wearing your jogging
suit to class Is In. Rewlutionary
movements are In, and so is
political activism. Dean Bonachea
is in until he dies-he's got tenure.
Apathy is out (got that Boise
State?) Bean bags and candles
are out. Cats are in and so is
'erotica.
Farrah·Fawcett Is out and so is
John Travolta, Jane Fonda is In.
Raquel Vl.elch .was out, but is on
the way in again.
Humphrey
Bogart and Clark Gable will
always be in; as will Katherine
Hepbum.
Bvis Presley commercialism is out. Robert Redford
and Clint Eastwood are very In.
So is Bo Derrick,
Steve Wartin
' isn't.

Pinacoladas and daiquiris are very
out.
'
Dug addicted writers are in
(Poe,
,Coleridge,
Hunter
Thompson)
and homosexual
writers are out (Capote, Wide,
Emily Ockinson), although the
Gay fybvemerlt Is In.
Getting a job and making
money is in; talking about it is
out. The College In-and-Out is in
and out. And so is sex. Star Wars
is out; Star Trek is in. Speck is in.
Baykgammon-is out and chess is
in.
Owrce is out, and so is living
together. Fairy tale love is out.
Gelebacy is in. Existentialism is
out, and phenomenology js in.
Brown, Kennedy, and Connally
are out. In fact, all the presiden,tial candldates are out. Talking to
your plants is out, but talking to
large heavy objects is in.
The New York limes is ln in
spite of Itself, and so is. 'the
Boston Globe. The Los Angeles
limes is out.
-The Lewiston
Tribune is in, and the Statesman
is out. the Arbiter is neither in nor .
out, it's [ustthere, Waterbeds are
out, but feather beds are In.
These are in: photographs, tea
(not herbal), cassettes, union
sults, off-campus meal plans,
pianos, old jokes, middle initials,
goldfish, reading, medieval literature, coffee houses, gold, credit
cards, plays, movies, bison, Idaho
City, PBS, dancing, roller skates.
These are out:
television,
skateboards,
posters,
selfimprovement books, women's
names ending in "l," slogan
T-shirts, bowling, halter tops,
drums, bars, macrame, bottle
collections,
CIA conspiracies,
Humpin' Harnahs,. Las Vegas,
nuclear waste dumpage, turquoise, soap operas, macho,
Chrysler, French Vlbrds, I<egs,
and defensiveness (i.e., people
who are offended by this article).
There you have it, the up-andcoming for 1980. the 1979's were
frivolous, social, and lacking
direction. The plasticity of the
preceeding decade will be replaced by an open-minded traditionalism-nostalgia with a liberal
flare.
So stay in your room, read the
New York limes, drink coffee, and
talk to large inanimate objects.
Hey-it's the beeze knees!

Vl.elcoine to a new decade
Boise State, and get ready t~
change, your way of thinking.
"DJing your own thing" just
doesn't cut it anymore; this is the
'80's and it's time to play by the
rules. Certain things are in and
certain things' are out it's that
simple.
"
'But play by the' rules you must,
because there Is a fine line
between making an impression
and making an ass of yourself. If
you don't believe this, try walking
across campus in bell-bottom hip
hugg~ and love beads, carrying
a flower in one hand and a guitar
in the other.
Rap sessions are out, and the
Wlat ensues is a list of in and
term "rap session" was out a long
out things at Boise State this year.
time ago. DJnn activities like
Read carefully and follow, or you
floor parties are out. The less the
could be banished to the Towers
people on your floor kno·w about
for the remainder of your colleyou, the more in you are. 'In fact,
giate days!
staying in your room is in.
Obviously, the Towers are out
Friendliness really is out, as are
as is Chaffee. Although having
fake compassion and complilived in thesedonns and survived
ments. Churlishness, irony, and
is very -ln: Discoll and Mmison
sarcasm are in. Throwing things
are in, and so is living off campus
, out windows is out.
(especially with your parents).
Just having coffee for breakfast
"Off-campus dorms" such as
is in, cereals and pop-tarts are
Protest Apartments and Sherwood
out. Plain yogurt is In-flavored is
Arms are out. l-ouses are in.
out. MRV missles are in tv1:Jrve
Coming from the city is in, and
Griffin is out.
Tennis is In;
so is coming from a farm or a
raquetball is out.
ranch. But .coming from Idaho
, Ogital clocks are out; grandFalls, Lewiston, or Burley is out.
father clocks are in. 'In fact,
M:CaII, Boise, and Mlscow are
grandparents and other antiques
in. Ketchum and Hailey are also
are in. Plastic and chrome are
in, but Sun Valley is out.
out. Bhniclty is in, and so are
minorities. Bisexuality is out and
In majors are:
economics,
so is agnosticism (ya gotta denursing, music, history, intemaclare, one way or the other).
tional relations, architecture,
The Shah is out and Khomeni is
psychology, microbiology.
Out
in, for the time being anyway.
majors are: accounting, physical
educ~tion, public administration,
rvbrgaret Thatcher is in. Femi·
nism is out, but women are in.
welding,
home
economics
'Mlntana and Washington are
sociology.
'
in. Utah, Colorado and Califomia
Boise State's Library is out and
are out. Canada is very In and so
the Boise Public Library is in. The
is the east coast. Tho mid-west is
Idaho Historical MJseum and
out. Old high school friends are
Boise Art Gallery are in. The zoo
out, yet grade school friends are
is out, and so is Julia D:lvis Park.
in.
Ann Mlrrison Park is in, as are its
Speed,
pot,
PCB,
and
ducks (Garden City is out but Old
quaaludes are out., In fact, all
Boise is very in especially the 8th
drugs except alcohol (in moderaStreet I'v'arketpl~e).
tion) are out. Coors, Schlitz malt,
These terms are out:
Bozo
and Busch are in. Harnms, Miler
State, awesome, far out, gross,
and Heinekin are out. All light
excellent, wild and crazy guys,
beers with the exception of Oly
intense, rip-off, groovy, neato,
Gold are in. Fruity drinks like
and cool. Bizarre, simply ridiculous, dialectic, amazing, ethnic,
classy, and beeze kneeze are in.
Stud, jock, chick, broad, and
other degra1ling tenns are very
out.
Glasses are in; contact lenses
On Thursday, the State Board of
To the joy of some and to the
are out.
Hats are also In.
. Education will decide whether
dismay
of
others,
the
Pavilion'
is
Peg-legs areout, and straight legs
BSU will be allowed t,Q build the
alive. The bids came in approxlare in (flares have been out for a
pavilion at its newly determined
mately
$3.5
million
over
the
$14
long time now, klos). Three-piece
cost.
If that agency gives its
million expected cost.
That
suits are out on men, but in on
approval, the pavilion's architecoccurence did not kill the. project,
women. Blazers are also in.
tural Iiason commit1ee will then
nor did it destroy the integrity of
Signature jeans are out-generic Is
continue its function of trying to
its
original
design.
in. Levis are In. Narrow ties and
accomodate the needs of all
I-;bwever,.
the
extra
cost
has
button-down oxford cloth shirts
interested parties. As one of the
created a problem for those comare in. Hash pants are out. Slit
student representatives on that
mitted
to
seeing
the
pavilion
skirts and textured nylons are in,
completed.
To generate $3.5 committee, my intentions will be
as are padded shoulders. Actumillion is no simple task. The to press for having the raquetball
ally, most 1940's styles are In (In
courts completed. rv1y proposal
strategy under consideration at
fact, the 1940's are In , and so are
will urge that 750 seats be left out
this
point
consists
of
renegotiathe 1930's. 111e'50's and 60's
which would reflect a savings of
ting the bonds, seeking a bigger
out. The 70's have been out for a
approximately $35,OOO-enoughto
pledge from the Bronco Athletic
month now-the '80's are in.)
Association (BAA), and adding a complete the raquetball courts.
Punk rock and acid rock are out.
There is expected to be suffl10 per cent surcharge - on all
New Wave Is stili In, but Blondie
ciant dollars left In a "contingency
non-student admission tickets (to
and Bvis Costello are out. The
fund" to complete the raquetball
activities held in the pavilion).
Talking Heads remain In. OSCDis
courts; however, if for some
There has been discussion conon iis way out, but discussing it is
reason that fund was depleted, it.
the deletion of part of the
very in. Old D/lan Is In, but new ceming
would mean no raquetball courtsmusic system, cutting the cost
D/lan is out. James Taylor has
I think students would rather be
from $304,000 to $275,000. The
always been out, and John D3nver
short 750 seats than be' shert
raquetball courts might be' left
is far out. Jazz is in, but Chick
raquetball courts. I think, too,
unfinished. The cost to complete
Corea and Chuck tv'angione are
that the architectural liason comthem would be approximately
out. Grover Washington Jr. is in,
mittee will agree, with that as$35,000. The day care center, the
and so is Passport. BiQ band
sumption.
•
auxiliary gym, the theatrical
sounds are in. The Beatles will
lighting, and the student organizaalways be in. Top 40 will always
Sincerely,
tional spaces have all been rebe out.
tained.:'
... , , :: . :'"
MkeCramer
Jogging is out; 'walking' Is' in. _
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programs
added.

by Jim Gullo

are the

same,"

he

Donna Bertrand sounded angry.
Peet said his company checks
As insurance claims examiner at
campus health services to see
the University of rv'assachusetts how extensive the. benefits are
student health center, she had . that students already receive.
been arguing with students all day
From that knowledge, the firm can
about their payments. "A student
decide what additional benefits
came in this morning who had will be helpful to students.
injured' himself on campus," she
Industry officials say they. can
fumed. "K:! was told to get X
offer lower rates to students on
rays, and instead of going to the
group plans than those on indivistudent health center', where it
dual ones because the age group.
could have been done for free, he
involved, generally 18 to 25, is on
went all the way' home to, his
the whole a healthy one, thus
family doctor."
keeping the claim rate down.
Vlbuld the student group health
'The illness recovery factor is
insurance coverthe cost of the X
good in that age group too," said
ray?
Peet. That means college stu-

tion
I-blubar or Sundown.
In Eugene, Oreg., syntheticfilled bags outsell down by 50 to
one. Synthetics, when wet, retain
at minimum 85 percent of original
Buying a quality sleeping bag is
loft. Also, synthetics can provide
not difficult, but there are a few
equivalent heat at same weights
things to know before making a
as a dpwn bag even though twice
purchase.
as much material is needed.
Insulative materials can be
"This is because synthetic fill
either synthetic or natural. Cbwn
doesn't need baffling like down
is natural and gives the best
does," says Bob Taube of
loft-or insulative thickness-per
Sundown Sleeping Bag Co. in
pound. But water soaked down at
Eugene. "But a down bag will
best retains only 17 percent of its
outlast q. synthetic twice as long.
original loft, something to keep in
Also, synthetics compress as
mind for rainy weather. Goose
easily as down and have about
down is the best quality, raising a
twice the volume."
bag's price to $400.
The best synthetic material on
Duck down is used in less
the market is PoIarguard, though
expensive bags, having about 40
Decrtm 2 can be found in cheaper
percent less loft. the compromise
bags, says Taube. Polarguardis called prime goose, found in
filled bags can run anywhere from
what most manufacturers consi$80 to $150, depending on temperder their very good bags.
In
dollars this translatesto
$200 to ; ature rating.
Rip stop nylon and taffeta are
$250:
commonly used for a bag's outer
'U,fortunately, there have been
shell. Taffeta is found on less
scandals in the outdoors outfitexpensive equipment. Rip stop
ting industry where cheap grades
gives the highest tear strength per
of down have been sLibstituted for'
weight and can be distinguished
better grades. A buyer's best
by its little checkered pattems
guide is to stick with a respected
formed by using heavier threads.
industry name such as North
Only small manufacturers
of
Face, Sierra ~igns,
Trailwise,

By D:lveSteinman
Reprinted with permission from
the Oregon Dally Emerald

,'There was no reason for the
student to seek outside treatment," said Bertrand. 'The X rays
will not be covered."
Knowing the benefits of a
student group health insurance
policy is a major responsibility for
the estimated one million students covered by such plans, say
industry people.
There are approximately a dozen
sleeping bags, such as Sundown,
companies writing more than $100
will take the tlrneto "hot cut" their
million worth of student group
rip stop nylon. I-bt cutting fuses
fiber edges together to prevent insurance, which usually offers
benefits supplimenting those of
fraying.
the campus health services
Something an expensive down
already included in most student
bag will have a Goretex outer
fees. Officials at Blue Cross I Blue
shell. Tri-nyl is a new product
Shield, one of the largest student
used for an inner lining. It's soft
group insurers, say their firm's'
as cotton for a more comfortable
plans cover at least 400,000 stufeeling on the instde.
dents.
Another 179,000 are
The larger space of a rectanhealth
gular (also known as barrel) bag covered by individual
means less warmth for the. same plans, they say.
amount of fill. They'also don't
"But the benefits are better and
have hoods,which are important
less expensive in group plans,"
since 30 percent of the body's heat
said Arlene Flum of Blue Cross
is lost through the head. Mirnrny
headquarters in Chicago.
'The
bags are the preferred choice for
.differences in cost between group
anyone planning to be outdoors in
and non-group plans can range
all kinds of weather.
anywhere from 15-~ percent.
Agood mummy bag will have a
There are no specific group
zipper that goes within a few
plans especially for all college
inches of the bag's foot, as well as
students.
Insurance companies
double zipper tubes or a wind flap.
say they tailor coverages and
People intending to share two
premiums to each school indivibags zipped together should buy
dually. "8Jerybody has a little
twO-way seperating zippers. Also,
don't forget to buy a right and left-. different need," said Harley H.
Peet, vice-president of Alexander
handed bag.
A right-handed
& Alexander, Inc. K:! said the
person should buy a left-handed
Mnneapolis finn writes plans for
bag as it is easier to zip across the
more than 30 colleges In the
body than down the same side.
northem United States. "No two
CONTINUED
TO PAGE t 1

ASB President?
55 Treasurer? 55'
Vice-president?
Senator?

UI

~J1~UCI~aJff

completed oppllcotlonscre due no
later than Fri',Febuary 8 at 4:0.0 p.m.

Since insurance companies are
in business to make money, if
student claim rates are too high, a
college's contract will not be
renewed. • N the University _of
Mnnesota, where a state law
makes student health insurance

'VQs1t~ in 'tilt.

Sam Day
Publisher, "The Progressive"

leo Goodman

II
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It is important to note that the
coverages are not exactly the
same between the individual and
the group policies. 'The policy
you buy should be based on what
you need, what you want, and
what you can afford;" said Jester.

CONTINUED
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applications & petitions
available for '
the 80~81 elections in,STUDENT

dents are not as likely to need
extended hospitalization, which
would drive the claim amount up
considerably.
N the University of Colorado,
for example, the student group
plan includes full coverage for
accidents, including surgery, X
rays and lab treatments, nursing
and medicine. There is also a
sickness' plan which pays up to
$90 a day for room and board at
the hospital, and outpatient expenses up to $100 per sickness,
among other provisions. For this,
students pay $78 annually. For a
similar plan a Colorado student
would pay much more.
If the
student was to take out the Blue
Cross high option plan, which
covers .students up to the age of
25, he or she would be covered for
the full cost of a semi-private
room and hospital functions such
as X ray and lab for 60 days. The
premium would be $189 a year,
according to V\endi K Jester, a
Blue Cross agent in Boulder.

Retired spokesmen for AFL-C1o!
on the hazard of radiation

\

More Johnson
Moderator

Phil Hamrick
,
INEL Director of Fuel Cycle and
'Waste Management
John Sackett
Argon Notional Laboratory

Question and answer period from the Audience
Monday Janubry21 ,:1980 9:40 a.m.
In the I3SUSpecial Events Center

FREE TO BSU STUDENTS AND THE'PUBLIC
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Term. Paper
Mills' Doing We'll

I

by Jim Gullo
Collegiate Consumer Reporting
Service Staff Witer

Broadway

.Just

Ave.

2

blocks from

"Academic Research Papers:
Improve Your Grades," say the ads
in college newspapers and such
national magazines as Rolling
Stone. "Send $1 for catalogue of
topics." It is research that is for
sale, but it is research that can be
handed in to a professor as a term
paper with iittle more than a
re-typing.
. Nobody knows how many of
these papers are bought by
college students, but it is easy to
see that the companies in the term
paper business are making out
welJ.
• Since their beginnings in the
-early 1970s, such companies as
Research Assistance
of Los
Angeles, and Collegiate Research
Systems in New York have expanded their services with national advertising and catalogues
of pre-written papers which num-

Bronco Stadium

ber in the thousands.
. If just one-hal f of one percent of
college students bought a 10-page
paper annually, the companies
would take in over $2 million.
Wlile it's difficult to find out
how many papers-are being sold,
or to whom, the quality of. those
papers can be investigated.
A situation presented itself
where a reporter, who is also a
.senior at the University oi Arizona,
had been assigned a 1O-pageterm
paper in his modem dramatic
literature course ..
Plans were quickly drawn up to
buy a paper to tum in to tile
professor without his knowing it.
The .student's own, self-prepared
term paper would be left with a
department head and tumed in
after the purchased paper was
graded.
.
The first thing to do was get a
catalogue. There was a nagging,
question of whether or not the
companies actually were selling
honest-to-goodness term papers.
After all, when interviewed by
reporters, most deny that the
purpose of their business is to
fulfill students' needs.
,''\N3 hate that term (term paper
mill) being applied-to us," said
Mchael Spencer of Research
IAssistance. "MJst of our service
is sold to businesses. 'VIk don't
even know how many students
use the service. 'VIk're selling
information; the morality lies with
the student."
But the myth was quickly
dispelled by one phone call by the
student/reporter.
"Hello. I need a term paper

'N~ W ~-e,LEA5£;5~ qUA\<AN-r~E '9
U7GD ~EC6RP5 AIVP 'f'AfE.5
J105 W. IDAHO 7T.344
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. . . Up to $14,700 richer.
The army can help you save a lot of money for college. With a twoyear enlistment you can accumulate
up to $7,400. With a threeyear enlistment
up to $12,400. And as much as $14,700' with a
four-year enlistment.
The savings start with your enrollment in the Veterans' Educational
Assistance
Program (VEAP, for short) and it grows at the rate of two
dollars for everyone dollar you save for college. And now, if you
qualify, special education incentives of up to $2,000, $4,000 and
$6,000 are added for two, three and four-year enlistments
respectively.

. . . A wealth of experience.

_

As a soldier, you'll have seen and done things most college fresh·
men only dream about. You'll have handled responsibility,
faced
challenges, and' lived and worked with people from almost every
background imagineable. This experience will give you more than
money for an education. It will teach you the value of having one.

J
t~

•••

t;
f~
B

Learn more.
Now's the time to learn mote about VEAP, and to decide
whether you want to take advantage of it. Just call the toll-free
number below, or call your local Army Recruiter. The number is in
the Yellow pages.

'j

IJ

'(Enlistlng for four years in certain Army specialities can earn you an
additional bonus of up to $3,000, raising the total to $17,700.)

"

l

1

I

q
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
TOLL - FREE

CALL

1.(800) 431·1234
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Two-way separating Zippers can
be distinguished by being able to
be zipped from the top or bottom.
. The best way to 'tell a bag's
quallty is to check the way zippers
are sewn into a seam while the
least expensive bags will have
Zippers that show 'both edges of
the fabric away from the teeth. As
.for temperature ratings, manufacturers always overrate and synthe.tlcs like Polarguard lose a little
110ftafter being used a few times .
To get a good bag, go to a
specialty shop whose business
livelihood is dependent upon
selling quality outdoor gear.
But seeking out experienced
outdoors people and asking their
opinions of different manufacturers' bags, as well as the
different options available is
usually better than taking advice
from sales people, who, good
. intentioned they may be, tend to .
favor the equipment their store
'handles.
Shopping around Is a
good idea and waiting for offseason sales can saVe a person
about 20 percent off the price they
.might be paying during the middle
of summer. Generally, the best
time to buy a bag is around April
or November.
Once a bag is bought, be aware
of how to clean it. O:>wn bags
should be cleaned professionally
by a dry cleaner who will not use .:
Perk cleaning fluid.
Synthetic
bagS can be machine-washed in
coldwater;
too much heat will
melt the bag. For. drying, either
hang a bao-eutslde or use alr-fluff .
dry. Use a front-load rnechine
when washing so the bag won't .
get wrapped amundtheaqitator of
a top-loader WIlieh.. could destroy'
.it.

I
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Wine Buying Made E sy
By Charles D. V\bters
Reprinted with pennission from
the Uliversity of Arizona caily
Wldcat
.
,

.

\

M:lre than 3 million college
students venture monthly into
retail shops to buy the vintners'
vendibles. Along with the normal
amount of comparison shopping
patience, the novice' vinophile
should also invest in a winebuyers guide and scout out discount liquor outtets., .
A good, inexpensive buying
guide will give you a rating of
different vintages and wine varieties, a list of recommended
wines broken down by price
range, instructions on how to read
a wine lable and a wealth of
historical and descriptive data on
both domestic and foreign regions. The ratings are particularly
useful for avoiding high-priced
mediocre wines and for distinguishing good years from bad.
\M1ere to Buy Wne.
Liquor
"--'
retailers-offer good selections of
wine. In addition, some grocery
_ stores and a few chain drug stores
may offer good selections of
foreign and domestic wines at low
prices. Small independent liquor
stores are usually the most expensive places to buy wines, although
they offer the most complete
selection. Grocery stores often
lack variety.
The best places to purchase
good wines, in terms of selection
and price, are- chain-discount
liquor stores. These establishments have a larger inventory and
lower mark-up over wholesale
prices. Keep an eye open for sales

,

This Lee Bloom, as he looked at '
7 o'clock Thursday evening.
The real Lee Bloom didn't appear
in our salon until
an hour later.
Together, we can make it happen.

APPOINTMENTS, Day &. Evening,
or a Complimentary Consultation
336-9111
INTRODUCING THE ...

The plan we want you to consider is The New 321 plan designed with you in mind. .
TtlE NEW 321: A meal plan that has been tested fo many years on campuses just like Boise State.
Essentially, it offers the ultimate in flexible dining.
.
Eat as often as you like, where you like, when you like
Bring friends to meals
100% useable for anything from a coke to a steak dinner
Buy food to take with you fnto the mountains
It has no limits short of what you pay for it. This plan is for you.

and special purchases. There are of them are vinophiles themselves
sometimes some remarkably good and have sampled some of the
wines you are interested in. M:lst
buys on high-quality wines.
How to Buy Wne. D:m't be afraid will tell you if a particular wine Is a
or too impatient to comparison good buy or not, or ~ive yo~ a
shop. Liquor store workers are realistic assessment of Its quality.
accustomed to persons who , Read the wine label carefully. A
wine label contains enough .lnforspend large amounts of time
mation to give you a fairly good
browsing through the wine selecidea of the quality of the bottle's
tion. Likewise, don't be afraid to
COlllTINUED
TO PAGE 13
ask a salesperson for help. rv'any

Insurance-. ----'--------CONTINUED
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PAGE 10

mandatory, the rate of claims on
student insurance has been so
high that only one company bid
for its service last year. And two
years ago the carrier dropped- the
contract in the middle of the year,
said Edward J. DIorak, assistant
director of the student health
center.
"Wa had a lot of abuses in our
family and dependent's coverage,"
he said. ''There is a state law that
says pre-existing
conditions
(existing before theInsurance is
bought by the students) cannot be
excl uded from coverage. Wa had
pregnant students enrolled in
school just to buy our .cheaper
health insurance, and then drop
out of school after the birth.
''There was one case," he
continued,"where a guy in his50s
needed cardiac surgery. His wife
enrolled at the university for the
minimum number of credits, the
guy had his operation, and the
insurance company was billed
$47,000. The wife then dropped
out of school."
.
Blue Cross is presentiy insuring
the university, but two years ago,
INJrld Service Life Insurance, a
Texas finn, dropped Mnnesota's
coverage at the end of a' quarter
because of heavy losses. l'Wa're
still paying claims on that policy,
and it was cancelled a year and a
half ago," said Carol A. \I\l3tson, a
service administrator with INJrld
Service Life. The company had
since gotten out of the business
of insuring students through
colleges.
''Wa found that students claimed more quickly on
things-things. that weren't dis-

abling, like a cut hand. They just
seemed to claim on everything."
The biggest problem with student health insurance is that
students rarely know what their
coverage includes, what the limitations are, or if they even need to
buy insurance. Dependent students of parents with a family
health plan should check to see if
they are covered while in college.
"l'v'Bny students won't think
about insurance until they're at
reqlstratlon," said Harley Peet.
"In many cases they'll assume
that their parents' lnsurance already covers them so they'll waive
student insurance." Peet added
that most insurance companies.
keep a representative on hand
during registration to explain
coverages.
"I don't think most people
bother to read the form," said
Mchael A. Toder, a student
insurance representative at the
State University of New York-at
Binghamton.
''They think that
every tooth filling and eyeglass
break is covered. And they think
that the hospital will just take care
of it when they go."
D:Jnna
Bertrand
in
I'v'Bssachusells was still angry.
She sounded like she was going to
bite the telephone.
"As any
responsible person should do, the
student should read the brochure
and know what they're purchasing. They think everything is
covered because they paid the
fee." She sighed. "No one reads
the brochure; they usually have no
idea of what's in it. They don't
even care to know--they just
want service."

~
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Each coupon book sells for $38.80 plus tax ... you receive 40 coupons good In either the
on-campus boarding program (all you can eall) or in thesnackbar for anything fro m snack items to
those "Mama Harris" deli sandwiches!! PLUS for every coupon book you buy you get 5 extra
coupons worth $4.85 FREE... that's an additlonar12.5% more in food values you can use and
stretch those food -dollars!
'

tIEY'
.lUSIRlu~t
OHlY

Coupons are good in the resident hali dining program:
,Breakfast
.'
one coupon
Lunch
two coupons
Dinner
three coupons
Steak Dinner
four coupons c

S~.·~.·.I:..'
UUmiJriJ

Coupons are-like cash in .the snack bar:
Each coupon has a cash equivalent of $0;97 on any of the many items offered in the snack bar

I):\: ~1',"J'I:\L 1'l\fI\HrnIIS
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,Dur :1211 Caupan PrDfdram
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Saves You Maney

1
,.'

the truth, If you are a hungry eater, the 321
coupon
program
Is for you.
Arid everytime
you
The more
you eat,the
more-you
save. That's
\ dine with us, the high cost of food glides right by,
\ and you glide right out, appetite satisfied at no
more cost to you!

I Sound

like a good deal? We'll be happy 10
explain Ihls new and excillng food program ...
or sell you one I JuS! stop by Ihe food service
011100In the student union building and be
prepared 10 eave money I·

11")':-;

JIS'E~~'S HAI.OIIALCOllEGEiU~G'lEEK
The one symbol of your achievements that you will wear
throughout the rest of your career. And the one best week to
choose it. your Josten's representative will be 'on campus on
the following days with the full line of quality Josten's
college rings.
'
See Josten's GOLDHI!'i(;S

in 101\ and IHC

DATES

Jan 21-22

PLACE

S.U.B. lobby-

NEW LlJSTHll'M
TIME

iim;' $(;8.%

9a.m.-7p.m.
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fast," said the student to _ the
gentleman Who answered the
phone at Research Assistance.
''Okay, when Is your paper
due?" he asked. "And what is the
'subject?"
After noting that the paper
wasn't due for three weeks, the
gentleman said there was plenty
of time to order the catalogue by'
mail. "And if you need the paper
shortly after you get the catalogue, just call us and order It by
phone."
One dollar, and about five days
later, the catalogue arrived. In
"D'ama: V\brld" there were 60
papers to choose from, not to
mention the many titles that could
be found under comparative literature and other drama subsections.
The choice came down to two
papers. First, there was "Satre's
Concept of Freedom as Realized
in 4 Plays," a 13-page paper
complete 'with footnotes and
bibliography. And second, there
was "Brecht: Contends that the
purpose of his theatre was to
instill in the spectator a sense of
discrepancies In his social envi-ronment," a 1o-page paper with
footnotes.
The cost for these pre-written
catalogue papers is $3.50 a page.
Original research will be done for
$8 a page. The prices keep going
up as the degrees involved get
higher.
.
For $12 a page, one company
will do tv'aster's theses, and for
the big one, the doctoral thesis,
the company will charge a mere
a page. The reporter chose
1O-pageBrecht paper, because
was cheaper.
As for the legality of all this,
'nine states have outlawed the
selling of materials' which the
merchant knows will be turned in
.for academic credit. No such law
exists In Arizona.
To. get around the "knowlnqlytumed-in" rule, the companies
require most purchasers to sign a
disclaimer saying that the materials bought would not be used for
academic credit. But the Uliver'slty of Arizona student signed no
disclaimer.
The U. S. Postal Service once
tried to shut down the term paper
companies, claiming that by

selling papers through the mail
the companies were working to
defraud the third party involvedthe colleges and universities they
were tumed in to.
"It's very complicated," said
Thomas A Ziebarth, an attomey
and investigator in the consumer
protection office of the: Postal
Service in Vlashington D.C. "You
have to show that they knowingly
are selling the papers to be tumed
in for academic credit."
In the past, the best the Postal
Service could do was to get a
forced "consent agreement" from
the companies, whereby .they
would have to tum over their
records of purchasers
upon
request of a college. EVen that
limited action was costly and
difficult to obtain.
'.
"And there is nothing to keep a
student from using a false name
when he buys the paper," said
Ziebarth.
The time to order the paper
arrived. It was just one week
. before the paper was due, so the
order was made over the phone.
''\!'\ecan send it out C.O.D., or you
can pay for it with your tv'aster
Charge or Visa," the seller said.
A Visa number was given, the
amount tallied, and the transaction completed. "W3.it a minute,"
said the student I reporter. "I want
to make sure nobody else is
tuming in this paperforthis class.
CO· you have any protection
against that?"
The guy on the other end
chuckled. He'd heard it before.
"Sure. \f".k keep records of which
schools the papers are sent to.
l-old on a second and I'll check it
right now."
He retumed a moment later.
"Ul, that paper was sent to a
Uliversity of Arizona student in
1974. CO you still want it? You
might· want to change the flrst
page around."
No professor can remember
papers from five years back, the
. 'reporter reasoned. "Sure, that's I
okay. Send it out."
Four days later, a plain white
envelope arrived with ten p!lges of
"research." The paper had been
photocopied and it required retyping before it could be tumed ln..
Footnotes were included, although the style wasn't qu!te.

January

16, 1980
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_
correct. The paper was re-typed
exactly as It came in, and was
tumed In to the unsuspecting
professor two days later.
The paper was given an
A-minus. "I wavered between a
B-plus and an A-mlnus," said the·
professor after he had found out
about its origin. "So I gave the
benefit of the doubt to the
student. There really were some
good points made here."
• It should be noted that the
student/reporter was doing "A"
work in the class and had a fairly
close student I professor relationship. The class had. about 18
students in alI.
The reporter, being of sound
joumalistic ethics ("a sap," as
some might put it) explained the
situation to the professor and then
tumed in his real paper.
It
received a B. There is no moral to
this story.

Win~e>-----CONTINUED
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contents.
French and German
wines in particular are govemed
by stringent standards, and. their
labels often must contain precise
information about the quality of
the wine, grape type, origin of
grapes used, and bottling. Names
are particularly important, and the
student should' look for vintners
who have a reputation for making
quality wine.
Often, a good sign of quality is
estate-bottling, meaning the wine
was bottled by the grower.
Estate-bottled wines .almost always are denoted by the terms
"Estate-Bottled"
(California),
"Erzeuger-Abful/ung"
(Germany),
or "Mse en bouteilles au chateau.",
or "Mse au domalne" (France.
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This is Lee Bloom, as he looked
at 8 o'clock Thursday evening.
We'd like you to meet
. the real Lee Bloom.

APPOINTMENTS, Day & Evening,
.or a Complimentary Consultation
336-9111
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(BSU)-- The BSU women's
basketball team, playing at home,
defeated the Idaho State Bengals
. for the second time this season,
78-63. The .Bronco women had
taken ISU in their season opener
in Pocatello, 70-48.
The Broncos upped their season
record to 4-5, while the Bengals
dropped to 2-5.
Leading the Bronco attack were
Ruth Fugleberg and Karla M3ier.
5-11M3ier was the game's high
scorer with 25 and Fugleberg
tallied in 23;
6-3 center Nancy Phillips also
scored in double figures with 10. '.
Fugleberg, who is the leading
BSU scorer raised her scoring.
average to 19.3 polnts per game.
The Broncos controlled the
boards, out rebounding
the'
Bengals 56 to 41. . M3ier (12),
Fugleberg (11), and Karen Scriver
(11) combined for 34 of the
Bronco's rebounds.
''\Ilk weren't really pressured by
ISU the first time we played them.
I expected things to be different.
This time they put a lot more
pressure on us," said BSU coach

BS

BSU Takes Two

sB

in T

r

"This was the kind of game
where there was. considerable
pressure to win.
It was an'
important boost to our confidence, which is exactly what we'
need going into league competition," added Thomgren.
The Broncos head for Mmtana
this weekend
to face the
University of MJntana Grizzlies on
Friday evening. Mmtana'is 10-3
on the season.
On Saturday night, BSl:I will be
in Bozeman to take on the
Mmtana State Bobcats.
The
Bobcats, 8-7,

r 'stl rs
II n

(BSU)- The Boise State wrestling team began 1980 in fine
fashion and hopes to improve, as
two more road meets are scheduled before retuming home to face
Oregon State, Saturday, Jan. 19.
The Broncos downed Cal State,
Sacramento in a dual meet, this
past Friday, 22-16. On Saturday,
BSUpiaced second in the 11 team
Arrowhead Open, hosted by Cal
State, Stanislaus.
This week the Broncos visit
Pullman, WA to face W:lshington
State of the Pac-10, followed by a
dual with Eastem W:lshington in
Cheney,WA.
.
The Broncos were down 16-3 to
Cal State, Sacramento and reeled
off 19 straight points to pull out
the victory. \/lAth the score tied at .
16-16, heavyweight cave Amsden
still came up with 25 points and 13
conference in team defense, and pinned Ira \/IAlliams in the second
by Bud Humphrey
rebounds, Including two crucial
have the tall players to competE1 period to insure the win.
''\Ilk really had a great effort by
with BSU, inclUding 6-:10 center
Experience on the road, and a
free throws in overtime.
John Stroeder.
.
the guys in the upper weights, but
slight shift of personnel, paid off
cave Wiliams also-scored high,
''\IIk've aays
had problems cave Amsden was the hero for us.
for the BSU men's basketball ~ and fellow guard Tom L10y came
He really
came
through,"
team, as they rebounded from
off the bench for some timely I with shorter.. quicker teams,"
Connor noted, "but to beat us, Westling Coach Mke Young said.
seven straight losses to take two'
baskets.
Forwards
Larry
they have to out-rebound us." .The
The Broncos scored 17 points in
in a row, including that all-ImporrvtKinney and John Anderson, as
tvbntan~ State Bobcats have so the freestyle competition at the
tant first road win:
. well as reserve tv'btt Wlkerson,.
farout-rebounded their opponents
Arowhead Open.
Southern
Now, of the eleven games left'
contributed on the backboards.
by an average of better than five a
Oregon won the 11 team meet with
on the Bronco schedule, seven are
Rodger Bates, who in midgame, and most of that is due to
21 points. San Jose State finished
at home. Coach Bus Connor says
season won the starting guard
behind the Broncos with 14
6-6 D:>ug Hashley and 6-11 Bill
this improves BSU's Big Sky
spot from L1oy, continued in his
Kreiger.
.
.
points.
prospects.
''\Ilk haven't been
playmaking consistency.
. tvbst IIkelyBroncos to start will
BSU's only Individual champion
beaten at home, and of course
Earlier in the week, BSU had
be Wiliams, who averages 15 .. was Scott- Barrett at 126. Barrett,
that gives us something to look to
avenged an earlier loss to Portland
points and 4.5asslsts; Bates, who
who has yet to lose a match on
over the rest . of the season, "State,
handling the Vikings 7~.
this long road trip, defeated his
despite a late start has poked in
Connor said.
Senior
co-captain
-lohn
opponent from Southem Oregon,
3.4 assists a game; Anderson,
. The upcoming games this.
tv'byfield was released from the
10-3.
who's rebounding 5.7 In Big Sky
Thursday and Saturday night
team this week because of missed
KevinV\bod was a second place
play; Richardson, who. leads the
against MJntana and MJntana
practices, Connor said.
The
fjnisherat
167, as were Bill
State will be the first conference
backup center "had not played , team with 10 rpg and 18 ppg j n the
Big Sky; and rvtKinney, who has • Braseth at1n pounds and cave
games the Broncos will have very much," he commented, and
Amsden at heavyweight.
fallen off In rebounding lately but
-played at home.
.. his spot could be filled by several
8roy Thompson was a third
--!!§.U picked up both its first Big
players on the team, particularly 'has kept a 13.2 overall scoring
. avera.ge. "
..
place flnlsher at 158, and- Curtis
Sky win, as well as its first away
Anderson
and
Wlkerson.
. The BSU games thls Thursday' Cooley took fourth at>118
did
victory, at the University of Idaho
tv'byfield could not be reached forand Saturday will begin at 8 p.rn,
Hamid \/IAttr,nan.at190 pounds.
last Saturday, with a 71-68 overcommerrt.
.
In Bronco Gym; and 2;000 free
The Broncos are now 3-1.In dual
time squeaker.
Center cave"
Of the two teams ,BSUplays this'
student tickets are available. The
comoetitlonthls
season, 1-0 in
Richardson was one of the heroes
week, Connorsald MJntana would
games will be broadoast live over
league dual competition, and add
of the game,' as he played most of
be more likely to playa slowdown
KBOI radio, 670 AM'
a second place. tournament
the night on a twisted ankl.eand .. ~am!'l. The Grizzlies lead the

Br

Connie Thomgren.
.
The pressure paid off.
ISU
came back from a nine point half
tlrne deficit to pull within four
points of BSU with ten minutes
remaining in the game.
'
"I was pleased wi'th the way our
players handled themselves when
the score was close. They didn't
panic. They' just worked harder
and played' with determination for
the entire game, something they
haven't done before,"
said
Thomgren.

t

as

finished to their 1979-80 ledger.
The Broncos will make their
first home appearance of the
1980's in Bronco Gym, Saturday,
Jan. 19 against Oregon State of
the Pac-10.
The meet gets
underway at 5:30 p.rn., and precedes the Boise State-MJntana
State basketball game at 8 p.m.

Broncos .Face
Experience
(BSU)-- The
Bo ise
State
University women's gymnastics
team travelled to Utah to compete
against three' nationally ranked •
Division I schools. On Thursday
evening, BSU dropped a dual meet
to Brigham Young University
(ranked 17th). On Friday; in front
of 2,000 enthusiastic spectafors,
• BSU was defeated by Utah State
University (5th) and the University
of Nebraska (7th).
"It was a valuable experience for
our gymnasts to see the calibre of
gymnastics at the national level.
did very well against these
Division I schools," said BSU
Coach John Head.
BYU outscored the Broncos
135.8 to 126.7.. It was the second
time BSU had met BYU - this
season. BYU ·won the first meet
141.8 to 130.2.
"The scoring was low all the
way around. Although Lori Talbot
finished fourth in the all-around
competition which showed considerable Improvement. Last meet
we were not close in the allaround competition,"
.added
Head.

v...e

. Friday night the Broncos moved
on to Logan to compete against
Utah State
and Nebraska.
Nebraska won the meet with a
tea.m scorn of 131.2. Utah State
finished second with a 129.1 and
BSU was third with 121.7. '
.cOJllnNUED T~ PAGE )5
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OPENDAILY 9:30 to 9:00
SA.TURDAY 9·7
SUNDAY i i·6

Intramurals
- Recruiting
(UA)--Regional TV coverage
you'll get, but intramural sports
still beats vegetating in the stands
and watching some flash with a
fat four-year scholarship dribble
- through a crowd and miss an easylayup.
If you can get a basketball or
cooedvolleyball team together and
hop over to the Intramurals Office,
Gym.203, with a roster by January
25, you too can get In the thick of
things.
l'v13n'sroundbafl teams
can gun for the
Hillside
Stranglers,
last
semester's
champs bya neck. Volleyballers
can try their hand at unseating the
LeG Institute, who handily tumed
down KBSUto claim the cooednet
title.
\llbmen's basRetball will
, start out fresh this semester.

Hurry up and get into intramural
sports before the, deadline, and
miss, (or make) your own easy
layups!

.Gymnasts~----CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE

14

''lJ\J3 did an excellent" job considering we were without our top
all-arounders, Lori Talbot and
cecily Corder," said Head. Both
Talbot and Corder did not compete due to injuries.
_
"I was especially pleased with
the improvement of freshman
Kelly Parker," added Head.
Parker was the top BSU allarounder with a score of 30.85.
She also placed second on the
barstor the meet with
8;25.
Shalagh 'Aster,
Oak Harbor,
WA, also eamed a second place
on the beam' with an 8.4.
"Competing against this kind of
stiff competition will only make us
tougher in our own division,"
commented Head.
The Broncos now travel to
Portland for a dual meet against
Portland State Jan. 17 and then on
to Seattle for a meet with
\/lbshington
State,
Eastern
tV'bntana, and Seattle-Pacific on
Jan. 19th.

CROSS (OliNYk Y

))

an

SKIS- A'-ND

SKI PACKAGES

ROYAL KNIT

fi\AGG WOOL SWEATERS

MORDIC SKI PACKAGE

~SSIGNOL

Reg. 151.45
• Rossignol Toursvlsta Skle
• Leather "886" Nordic Boots
• Dovre "204" Nordic Bindings
o Summit Fiberglass Poles

~~
UV
Our reg. 19.95
85% wool - 15% nylon blend sweaters
In natural multltona color. Great for
skiing and, casual wear.

KAAHU uLAHTI S" CROSS' COU~TI\ Y SKIS
Reg. 78.00

These skis never needwaxing, so
you'll be ready to ski anytime!

KARHU ULAHTI" CROSS COU~TRY SKIS
CLASSIFIED ADS
at the SUB Info center

.

Reg. 88.00
Waxable ski for the skier who
wants the best performance on
any snow.
_

.

CO@

Il..,'",

g '1? '

~pgAD'I'~~g~D~CROSS COUNi"l\ Y SKIS

299 t

List 65.00
~en
skis for the tradi\ionaJ
~'~

~0

DELUXE GABTOfl\S
'''SUPERK-I{OTE"

of 5-B~CH MYLOM' GAITORS

Our reg. 12.95
Strong 420 denier oxfor,d nylon 15,
'inch gaiters are coated with
waterproof Super K-Kote.

.

~

f9J U

,"

2

~

Breathable poplin top with .Super-',
K-Kote oxford nylon bottorrs..
15-lnches long. #88Q~
,

Leather cross-country ski
ft
boots with warm fleece linIng., ~.
In sizes for men and women.
List 34.95,

.

DELUXE POPLIN FULLY LINED GAITOI\S '

11

aa .

"

_ 3111 State Street I
BOise. iifiJiO 83703
I

'

f~:~~:Ci'a~:~
~~~I~:
244 83
and

~s

piatformgrlps.

'_

'i)ovu "204"

VY'

gaiters feature full nylon linIng'
with side Zippers and snaps.

##881.

AS88

DART uGR,APHrilE"POLES

A ~

,UI, fiB'

"

OUr reg. 16.95 -."
. 65/35'''pJ?p'1,1':l_ blend' ts-tnch

U

List 45.00

OXFORD-POPUH i!i-IMCH GAITOIl\S

OUr reg. 14.95

VOLVO
JOFFA"
SKI DOOTS

tli\ tril\

D;H~IHG~,

Reg. 9.95
Three-pln designed binding
features easy step-In styling.

-

ft~!
."

In Dols.: Corner' of 3rd 6' Main
Corno, of-,- Fairview
& Curtis' .
."'.
>'In'Hampo: li03i' Nampa..c:oldw.-n· D'v(J~'',',':_':":,./

','

,

,-,-

,

,~

,

"

\

-
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.
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Student
Discounts Available
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l
1576 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE

HOURS8AM TO5:30MON·FRI 8:30AM
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BSU Prepares for In

FOREIGN
CAR PARTS
"CCISSOI"S roo,

·I

January

. 330-0258
~

I~'

---J

r

All BSU students are Invited to attend the weekly meetings of
the BSU Chess Club every Wednesday nite at 7 p.m, in the SUB,
Also: there are three tournaments coming up.
I. :UTI qualifying
Tourne~'
Saturday, January 19 at 9 a.rn, in the SUB. $1 entry fee. Two
top winners Will represent BSU at the ACUI Regionals at
WSU'·all expenses Will be paid. Sign up in the BSU, Games Area
or ~t the door.
•
2. BSI'/Dloist'
('hess (,Iub's Winter Tourne,,·
One round every Wednesday nite from January 23.
•
3. Idaho no~ed
Saturday & Sunday. February 16 & 17 in the SUB
BSU
students entry fee: $15 In advance. $18 at site Send entry to:
Dick Vandenburg
2316 Regan Ave
BOise 83702
For more Info on any of these tourneys or the Chess Club contact
Jim Williams at 377- 1242 or Rick Burchette at 377-5430 or
come to the meetings any Wednesday rute

(BSU)--The
Boise
State
University men's track team will
be competing
indoors at the
Idaho State Mnldome this Saturday, In the Gem State Games.
This Is the first time thls season
the entire team has competed.
Before Christmas, part of the
team competed unattached at an
all-comers
meet in Pocatello.
BSU Track Coach Ed Jacoby, said
he Is anxious to see how his team
fares in this first full-fledged
outing.
"The meet gives us an opportunity to see where we are. I'm
anxious to see how our athletes
compete and who we can count on
in various events," Jacoby said.
"It's the first time our middle
distance and distance people will
have competed
since
cross
country season, and we will be
doing some doubling up in these
running events," he added. '
Jacoby said he will take about
24 people to the meet, which
begins at 1:30 p.m. in' the
Mnidome.
,
The Broncos will be spending
three other weekends in Pocatello,
competing in the Mnidome this
winter.
In addition
to this

Feb. 9, the Simplot Games on
weekend's meet, BSU will be
Feb. 15-16 in Pocatello, and the
competing In the l\Ibuntain State
Big
Sky
Conference-NCAA
Invitational on Feb. 2 in Pocatello,
District 7 meets in Pocatello, Feb.
the rvtirk Haroldson Invitational in
Logan ur, at Utah State University ·22-23.

.11

Ski T

F rml

(Boise)-- The Bogus
Basin
Amateur
Freestyle
Team is
forming to provide youth of the'
Boise valley with 'training and
supervision in the art of freestyle
skiing as defined and recognized
by the USSA (United States Ski
ASsociation)
and
the
FIS
(Federation Intemational de Ski).
Because of the embroyonic
state of amateur freestyle competition in the Pacific Northwest
Division of -the USSA, spots 'for
the National Amateur Freestyle.
Championships,
to be held in
Sugarloaf,
M:1ine this coming
M:1rch, wi II be determined by the
number of participants
in the
Bogus Basin program.
,Training begins January 19 and

wilt . consist
of Saturday and
Sunday coaching on maintained
mogul, ballet and jump courses
at Bogus Basin. The best coaching staff locally available will. be
hand selected and supervised by
M:1rk Stiegemeier,
1975 IJIbrid
Professional
Freestyle Skiing
Champion with ten students per
coach, maximum.
The cost is
$190.00 per participant.
Any skier capable of riding the
chairllft alone and negotiating
most all packed slopes at Bogus
Basin, between the ages of 7 and
27 is eligible.'
For more information contact
M:1rk Stiegemeier at the .Bogus
Basin Recreational Association,
731 N. 15th or phone 343-1891.
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against the Vandals last Saturday,
task (and not even won a Big Sky
snared a baker's dozen rebounds,
game yet!)
The best-laid plans of mice and
and most of that on a twisted
This week, the fearless progsports columnists gang aft a-gley.
ankle, to eam shared honors for
nosticator ventures into the risky
Translation: layout workers and
Big Sky Player of the Wlek.
world of Big Sky basketball where
sports editors (when they have
Latest reports indicate The Rich
the home te-am is' always being
so-called more important stuff to
will be hopping come time to
gunned for and four schools make
print, like fer cryin' out loud
tangle with the I\Ibntana schools.
it into the post-season. Herewith
competition results) are more than
MJanwhlle, it seems the Big
this week's predictions:
liberal in throwing the work of
Sky is faring well in the open field.
Dec. 17:
Yours Truly to the cuttlnq room
\I\'th
ve ry f ew non-con f.ere nce
Boise Slateover Montanaby 5
VVl
Idahoover MontanaStateby 10, JUSI
floor at the least provocatlon,
games left, the conference has a
for meanness
. Upshot is, I am so sorry the
57-39
record
against
nonIdahoState
over
NevadaRenoby 3
(0001)
.
pre- Big Sk y season previews of
'conference teams. Granted, there
WeberStateoverNorthernArizonaby
Idaho and I\Ibntana did not see
are a few Wsconsin-Scouts
and
12 (bui watch out when the Wildcats
newsprint last December, but...
North Dlkota States up there in
travel 10Flagstaffl)
lnvoluted accusations and conthat win column, but also consiDec. 19
voluted prose aside, give cave
der that ~ber
State has been
Montanastate over BSUby 7 (that'oa'
lough one 10pick)
Richardson a pat on the back, if
pulling down the Mchjgan States
Idaho over Montana by 16 (they
you can reach that high.
cave
and Las Vegases, and Idaho had
deserve two wins In a weekend)
.
d th
t f
25 b'
ak
N
NorthernArizonaover ISU by 8
fj'n
.p..
. pe............e ..n..e_s_o ...
r __
..lg;;;;g:;;.l
..es_. _t_e ..n_e.;.;b.;.;ras,.;.;;,;ka.;v
an5"d
.....G_o_n_za.;.;g~a;;.,,;.to;.......;w;.;;e;;;;be;;;r..;s;;;;ta:;;,te;;.;;,;ov~e:;
.;.R;,;,;en,;;;0;.,;b;.:.y.;1
....
by Jerry Richards

I

1 CAN UNDERSTAND
WHtf SOME PEOPLE LIKE
TO LIVE Bl( THE OCEAN

TI4E SOUND OF THE
WAVES AT NI6HT CAN

BE VERt( SOOTHING

I'M LULLED TO SLEEP 6'1
THE SOUND,OFTHEWAVES
LAPPING AGAINST THE .

SIDE·OF 'MI{WATE& DISH
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';The Nurds of November"

by Gilbert

Shelton

..

~.

Instead of 'the usual review this week
we will have Anthony Burt advise us on
proper theatre etiquette and sedate
methods of dealing wllh rude theatre
\,
goers.

by Anthony Burt

o

I'm 23 but feel older and
crotchetier each time I'm disturbed at a movie in Boise. 0NJy
just the other day someone accused meof being a ''touchhole''!)
Wlen it comes to wanting to see,
undisturbed, a serious movie, I
get serious. Even dangerous.
Now, if you're going to see
Roller Boogie, or Halloween
or
any Clint Eastwood movie, you're
entitled to be a jerk. Bury your
head in atub of buttered popcorn
and blow bubbles. Shriek bona
fide plasma homicide. Shoot any
lily-livered, snooty, and 3-piecesuited Eastemer in the audience,
by gar! No matter. Jerk movies
deserve us; excu-u-use me, but
it's fun to be a jerk once in a while.
Long live the .I'vbvie Jerk!
But serious movies demand
serious attention.
Apocalypse
Now, Kramer vs. Kramer-these
are not your Black Holes in Space.
And yet theaters in Boise keep
giving jerks passports to intrude
and destroy serious movies.
V\t1enthis happens, I'vbvie Jerks
become I'vbvie Plural-Of-WlatIJIA3-Call-Brad-ln-Rocky Horror.
It's a common wold, one you hear
everyday. Ed.) tvbvie P-Q-WW

G-B-I-RH (Everyone has one. Ed.)
are numerous. Wlat follows is a
brief scientific classification of
some of these primitive life forms.
I. Genus La Boucbe: The most
common genus, there are at
. --r_-,
least six common species:
A. Species Plot Heads: These
L':":"::::L.:.:::':"~-=~=IIo~t:.:.;.-"-'---'-';"';"~==
:.>o::";"'''-'-''''''''''';;;'''>...CI
loudmouth cinema astrologers want everyone in the
ThE LAsr OF TME EQIJlf'MruT. INCUJ01N6 A HlJ6E
theater to know what they
CDMPl!TER. ARRII/fS ThE FINAL DAY ~ThE
EV
already know because 1 )
They've read the novel on
which the film is based or, if
they can't read 2) They've
read the "novelization" of
Earthquake and, Gloryoski,
know a-shudder's a-comln'
or 3) They know someone
who's done 10r 2--or who's
seen the movie and has
squealed that Rosebud is a
sledge.
B.
Species lme: Walter
Cronkite: These verbal dlarrnelcs comment incessantly
EI
on obvious screen action.
To-wit: It's golden dawn and
on the distant palrn-deckled
horizon appear mosquitosized choppers.
It's the
mance showcasing ensembles
Wlen most people think of
combining the substantial talents
beginning of the incredible
from
across the state. Each
Classical
music,
they
think
of
of
Idaho
musicians
with
some
of
Valkyries
sequence
in
half-hour program is devoted to
-Apocalypse Now. And now
orchestral music. But some of the' the best of three hundred years of
just one period in musical history
is when Ima gears up:
. most exquisite music ever com- chamber mus ic.
and begins with a brief introducProduced
by
KAIDTV,
Boise,
"Look, they're helicopters!"
posed has been .written not for through a grant from the Idaho
tion to the period. It's a painless
and then "Listen, there's
orchestra, but for small chamber State Commission on the Ms and
education-and some of the best
music in them thar speakers,
groups.,
.
entertainment around. Idaho In
addltiqnal
funding
from
tvbuntain
rv'audie!" and then "tv'rf dear,
This month Idaho public televiBell, Idaho In Concert is a six-part , Concert debuts Sunday, Jan. 20,
CONTINUED
TO PAGE
le'
sion begins a very special series series of chamber music perter10 p.m.
::·:::···JI~.M
...~~~~;~;:;:;~.-:;:;=-~

) ..~.?:-~~:~~.:-;,.:-~.
~--::~\.:-'~:.~:{::~

F~:=====::;:;:=:'::':'~='l

USI

-all
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~~'fl

__---'-yES, ,WE¥YIE GOi~

_

o l\oachcUps

(')Ston~s
e Stash

bexes
e AssolI't~d pipes

e Paraphl&rraolla
o Dongs

including the
"Baby Bottle" pipe

Telephone Bong
Toilet Bong
Beer Mug Bong .
e Bong

H~acfmagQzin~s
e R~sln pictures
o Kame SutrQ body
, .oils 6 CfG'M@S
oSand candles'
olnc~nse
QlmpolI'ts

o

of thC61 Month:

The "Watergate"

Reg. 259ll, now ~69ll
o BeG't glass~s end mugs with your
favorite I~Gf
Q free "'Red Eye Hut" metehes

o1'apestries, Reg. $ i 295,
now $995
e future Flight Frisbe~sr
I\~g. $995, now $695•

led· Eye Hut
PE~'!l-o'-MON-YHUI\

10·9
FlU (1 ·SAl
. i'O-I~O
. SUN i 1-1

229 So. ·11Oth
<fOth " Front,' Boise

,

'(Old 66forest lnneeenr")
Right around
,thCli corner from the 66Gastction."
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will you listen to that l.lszt!"
and then' "Holy
shit!
Wlirlybird go boom!" Ad
nauseum.
Ima W::ilter cronkltes
are
often befuddled and un-'
amused by screen comedies;
they are unable to distingUish a yuk without the prod
of a 1V laughtrack.
C. Species 4th Period/Wlo'd
. Know I'm 90?: These are
young and old flapfaces who
jaw loudly about the crucial
current events of their day:
thespitwad that hit LaD::mna
in Borah's Humanities class
that aftemoon or the tee-hee
rverk had in his wallet, the
ease in using the latest
titanium walker or if this is
1941.
D.
Species HarDeeHarDeeholies:
The uncontrolled
monkey mouth next to your
body's three smallest bones
(hammer, anvil, and stirrup)
who finds even the Previews
to Coming Attractions a
tremendous thigh-slapper.
E: Species ArbiterCritiks:
Seen first 0 n-screen in
\i\body Allen's Annie Hall, a
few of these verbose wouldbe cinema pros inhabit

385-1464

~!ff!J:CIN1MI

"A'

The Talkies--'-----------..,...----Boise's woodwork.
"Note

CLASSIFIEDS WORK

'OPEN 12:30-SHOWSAT
1:00 3:12,5:24, 7:36,9:48

HILLCREST PLAZA

.~.

......_,_ ..... _ .......
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SOLunON FOR .GENUS GLUf
BUIT: Duwn 'em out: Pour your
coke on their head.
.

the long-shot dissolving into
a 380 degree pan which
symbolizes the director's
universal embrace of relativistic values... ," they whisper in flkmorex decibels.
F.
Species Oven Fodder:
Parents who bring their,
mewling and puking infants
to walk-in theaters.
.
SOLUTION FOR GENUS LA
BOLCHE: EpoXY in the jujubes
you kindly offer them.

III.

Genus Pormtcidse-in- TheirPants: These movie migrants
obstruct not your hearing the
film as much as your seeing it.'
They bob up and down for
better views, darker spots
wherein to cop a feel, or move'
because they think they should
get up every 30 minutes to
change the channels.
-

SOLunON FOR FORMICIDAE:
Preparation H.

II. Genus Glut Butt: This Genus
of tvbvie P-Q-WWG-B-I-RH
thinks movies are troughs to
noisily pig-out at in. He's the
one who lnslsteon snorting
coca-cola through t\NO straws
in his nose while flkryl Streep
testifies. She's the one who,
while Dustin Hoffman testifies,
spills both the case of Shasta
diet pop and the Karlon of
K-rvert fVl:lJtcd Mlk Balls she
snuck, gartered to a thigh the
breadth of Mssouri, into the
theater. Each Glut Butt accompfishes their sound effects,
naturally, in DJlby. And destroys the mood filmmakers
have spent millions creating for
you to spend $3 plus to partake
of.

At this point, of course, I'm
supposed to say, "rv1y goodness,
you gooses, I don't really want
you to use my solutions. I was
just trying to be funny.
You
should politely whisper "Shhhh"
to the tvbvie P-O-Wetc., or go get
the ushers and ask them to play
the heavies. But I'm not going to.
That whisper will merely distract
others and Boise ushers don't
know karate.

f

"

The only real solution is to call
I'm a 23 year-old 6'6" angry
ex-Green Beret touchhole who'll
be happy to stifle any ex-tvbvie
Jerk.
Anthony Burt

me.

~>;d'\

BETTE
q. ,\#.
MIDLER
.,f
ALAN
l",~~?:
BATES

I

The most important thing in your life
right now, is probably not your bank.

~y~1

And that's as it should be.

riflE !ROSE

You aren't here to worry about
your bank. But your bank
should be here to worry
about you.

DDI DOLBY STEREO I
Weekdays al 7:00 & 9:20
Matinees Saturday & Sunday at
2:00,4:30,7:00
& 9:20

And we are.

",,;.
t

.
.That's the First Security
. feeling. Confidence, security,
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with
that feeling. And you have
every right to expect it here,
)

H·

THE

MOTION

Even if First Securltv was not
your bank at home, we want
to be your bank here.
Come in.

PICTURE

'13 locations in the
Boise/Nampa area,

Weekdays a14:3O, 6:00, 7:00, 6:30, & 9:00 .
Matinees Saturday & Sunday at 1:00, 2:00,
3:30, 4:30, 6:00, 7:00 &9:30

1#1

'IPGI'
at 5:15, 7:30, & 9:45
Sal & Sun at 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7;30 & 9:
Week<laya

HOURS:
Lobby: 9:30 am, - 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
9:30 am. - 6:00 p.m., Friday
.
Drive-In: 8:30 am. - 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
24-hour HsndlBank service al these locations:
10537 Overland (Overland and Five Mile)
119 North 9th Street (Main Office)
16th and State Street
2601 cassia (Vista Office)
Fairview (Westgate Office)
103 12th Avenue (Nampa Main Office)

noo

..

...

"",

Other Boise/Nampa area olllces:
80 South Cole Road (Broadbent Office)
421 North Orchard (Orchard Avenue Office)
3301 Chlnden Blvd. (Garden City Office)
1682 East First Street (Meridian)
202 Holly Street (Holly Center, Nampa) •
Corner 9th and Bannock (First Security Place)
Five Mile and Overland (Inside Smith's Food King)
Hours: 9:00am. - 8:00 p.rn., ,Monday Ihru -Friday
9:00 am. - 6:00 p.rn., Saturday
First ~urllyBenfl

0' Ida~

N.A.

Ii

r
i

Wednesday

Jan. i6

i Lato Reglstral/on,

ovenlng classes only.
I
In Ad. Bldg.
.
I 100% 100 rolund (less $15) for
I
withdrawal by 8 p.rn. today.
ASBSU candidates to pick up pel/I/Dn In
SUB.
Regular library hours resumo.
AdmlsslDn ond omployment lor noo·
tradltlDnal students workshDp,
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Skip Rowland Closslcal Guitar Concert,
Boise Gallery of Art, 8 p.m.
Arbltor Issue 1/17 en tho stsnds.

.<l1
Th d
J
urs ay an. 1...

Basketball VB. Montana, 8 p.rn.; Gym.
Gymfl!lstlcs vs. PSU, at Portland.
Junior League, SUB, 9:30 a.rn, to noon.
Practical nurse capping ceremony, Nez
Perce, SUB, 7-11 p.m,

Friday Jon. i8 '
Faculty Artist Sorlos: John Baldwin,
percussion, 8:15 p.rn., Music Aud.
Gymnastics vs. PSU, Portland.
Womon'o basketball
vs, UM at
Missoula.

S;'turday Jan. _i 9

Womon's Basketball vs. MSU, at
Bozeman.
Dance Spoctrum, "Swan lake Suite,"
Spoc, 8:15 p.m.
.
"Workshop For Women in Nontraditional Careers," at YWCA,
9 a.m.-noon and 1 p.m.-3 p.m.
"Workshop For Women In NontredltlolUll Caroors," at Y"!NCA,
9 a.m-ncen and 1 p.m.-3 p.m,

Wednesday

Monday Jon. 21

Readings
to be Held

Tuesday Jan. 22
Womon's Basketball vs. PSU, 7 p.m,
Gym.
BDlsa PhllharmDnlc Concert, Gary Karr
Bass vltuoso, Capital
High
Auditorium, 8:30 p.rn.
Bassist Gary Korr Mastor Class at BSU
3:30-5 p.m., call 344-7849 for Info.

exhibit: Joe Price, serigraphs and
Warren MacKenzie, ceramics,
~:lverSlty Gallery through Feb.

Jan. 23

Arbltor Issuo /118 on the stands.
Faculty Locture series, Mamio Oliver:
"All in the Family," Speccenter,
8 p.rn.
,<>
Poet8~~~~ Hall, Boise Gallery of Art,

Lato Rogistral/on, drop/add begins,
Baskotball vs. Montana State, 8 p.rn.,
BollI8Philharmonic Concert, Gary Karr
CPR courso lor BSU personnal, Red
:~Idg.,
~ a.m·-4nf·rri. and
Gym.
Bass vltuoso,
Capital
High
Cross Office, 5380 Franklin, 1-5
p·;;m;;;.,=;;;on
..d;;;;aYc-_Um;rS;;;dOiaY~'=
.. ~G~Ym;na~s~l/cs~v~s;'
Sea~~IlI~e~u~.~a~t
~Se~a~Il~le;.
=f=iF=Ai=U~d~lt~or~lu~m~'~7~:3Oi;iiP;.m;im·=iiiiiim
__
;;iP;;;;.m;·
__

Poet Donald ~I
will give two
free
publlc readings
from
his.
works Jan. 23 in the Boise Gallery
of Art and Jan. 24 in the Boise
State
University
Student
Union
Lookout
Room.
'Both
readinqs in the Charles
cavid

.

I-bll

English

=_=_qm~~

__
Ib~_:

\'

s

Wight

at 8 p.rn,

a
at

Mchlgan,

Poetry

Series

I'

will be

former

professor

of

the
is

University
now
a

of
New

-l-arnpshire free-lance

He

writer.
has given over a thousand
poetry
readings
of which he says, "I love
to write all 'day for a week,
fly
away and talk my head off for
twenty-four
hours,
then fly back
and shut up.
It is wonderful
to
blow off steam;
it is wonderful
to
keep silence."
His recently
published
wlumes
include a group of prose reminiscences
"Rememberi'ng
Poets,"
a
collection
of poems
"Kicking
the
Leaves " and a critical
collection
"Goatf~ot
Mlktongue
Twinbird."

Concert
to be Held
IJ'Iestem

songster-entertainerl
will perform in a folk
music concert
Jan. 23 at 8 p.m. in
the Boise State University
Special
EVents Center.
Phillips,
called
"an entertainer
in every sense of the word" by The
tvbntreal
Gazette
will join
his
talents with guitar-banjo
vocalists
John
Hansen
and
Michael
\fI.endling
and the tvbres
Creek
String Band in the evening
of folk~
'music and commentary.
TIckets
will be on sale at the
door, at the BSU Student
Union
information
desk and at the Boise
Food Co-op, Hyde Park, for $4
general
admission
and $2.50 for
students
and senior citizens.
.

Utah Phillips

::\
"Form And Figure", an exhibitio.n of ~orks pf ~ that use the
human body as subject will be on display In the BOise Gallery of Art
[located in Julia Davis Park) from January 12 through F~bruary 17.
The show features the works of 'Mllem- DE KDonmg, Nancy
Grossman, Duane Hanson, fvf3.risol, and Philip Pearlstein; all
. internationally known artists.
.

t

I-lERE 5 JOE COOL
!-tANGING AROUND
THE DORM'

D

i '

1979 Unllod Fealure Syndicate. Inc.

A GRAND OLD WHALE

Students struggle again this semester through regis tration, held in
the gym on rues.day.
.

,0-26

ForRont
Student priced opts. for rent.
All
utilities paid. Located on clty1lus IIno.
Off street parking. 1 bdrm $188.00, 2
bdrm $172.00. For more Information
please call 342.0144.
\

'
f.

You don't need to be poor while you are
In school. Earn substantlallncomo with
perl-time work. Excellent training,
f10xlble hours.
3 credit hours aro
possible. For' moro Infonnatlon call
377-tl210 and talk to Hank Weatherby
or Bob Rh:e at Northwestern Mutual
Life.'
•
.

MENI
WOMEN I
JOBSI
CRUISESHIPSIISAlllNG
EXPEOf.
TIONS/SAILING CAMPS. No expertenco. Good Pay. Summer .. Career.
NATIONWIDE· WORLDWIDEI Send
$4.95 10rAPPLICATIPNIINFO/R~
FERRALS to CRUISEWORLO 6 BOX
60129, Sacramonto, CA 95B6O

.

I
j

IMPROVE YOUR GRAOESI
Send 11.00 for your 306-page calalog of
collegiate research.
10,250 topics
listed.
Box 25097G, Lns Angeles,
California. 00025. (213) 44H1826.

TEACH OVERSFAS
For dotal/o, send self-addrl,ssod,
.lllamped, long envelope tD;
.
Teaching
Box 1049
San Diego, CA,92112 .

..

; ~~. ;-;':'"
'1.;'"

•.~ .•••

,

~~.

\.'PI:~'~.;.':.~,
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JOBS 1
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIAI
Uttle expo Fantastic Tlpsl
Pay I
$1600-$3800 ,urn mer . ., Thousand,
needed.
Casino's,
Restaurants,
. Ranches, Cruisers, Rafting, etc. Send;.
$4.95 for Appllcantlona/lnfol Referrals. !
'LAKEWORlD 6 Bpx 60129, Saeto; CA
95B60.
.
•

'

LEARN TO FLY"
Most Reasonablo Rates In Boise Area
Call ~9
Alter 5 p.m.

, ..

Wclcomo'Beck,.Barbl;
From your pel,
Chris.
o

Golly Gumdrops.
We'ro back In .
collcgo already_ Whaddoya Bay wo all
tulve a party to either celllbrotll or
mourn? WhIchoIIlIr-U maltllra IIttlo,
. .Inco they both: llIlppan to be' .pUt
i Inflnll/vOll In thl' c::se.. Oh, allut up,
Tom.. You too, Mr. Kiwi.
'.
.

i

W~
aln'j' 90t no Prim thlo .
Ml8li. WELL! You NEEDN'T be so
CRITICAL! II" Aflcr all, we'll bilt you
~on't
got a prim M1thor,· nawllo.

Anywhale, Mr. Kiwi th!nklll should"
montlOl1 the MW declIc:Ie. I havo soma .
IriendllIrtJo had. party to welcoma It,
.and thoy celled tho perty a-ge1 thisthoy called the party II "Doca-dance ....
Don't you hope Fronk Church win'
the elactlon? Mr. Kiwi does.
R8fllOmbcr wI1lm we aid next w,"",
I would bo cloy? WoIl, WOlldppod 8 fow
woekI, we admit It,. but you kllOYi 08
well 811 we do that nO one', perflck, .
., .wull we promlllO, cron. our
"'rta, that next WlIiJk;tho PrIZD11 start
up again. WE Pl'\OM!Sc, CROSS OUR
LITTLE. HEAft'fS···T/-tAT
NEXTI
WEEK THE PRIZES START UPl
AGAINIII Honost and lrooly, with 8·
,ugarwhale on top.
..
: .
. Now coil wo gahomo'ond (Ii)to DIOOP'/
~r~ K.,lwl? ~"' ',: _ ".
_ •~ ..
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